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1.0

Introduction and Background
Pewsey Parish Council is in the process of producing a Neighbourhood
Development Plan (NDP) which when adopted will be a key document in the
local planning context for Pewsey. This Plan addresses the spatial implications
of economic, social and environmental change, setting out the detailed future
plan for development within the parish until 2026.

1.1

The Pewsey NDP carries forward and expands on the policies of the Wiltshire Core
Strategy. Sustainability Appraisal (SA) is a process that has been carried out as an
integral part of developing the NDP. Its role is to promote sustainable development
by assessing the extent to which the emerging plan, when judged against reasonable
alternatives, will help to achieve relevant environmental, economic and social
objectives.

1.2

This process is an opportunity to consider ways by which the plan can contribute to
improvements in environmental, social and economic conditions, as well as a means
of identifying and mitigating any potential adverse effects that the plan might
otherwise have. By doing so, it can help make sure that the proposals in the plan are
the most appropriate given the reasonable alternatives which the community might
support.

1.3

Considering social and economic effects alongside environmental ones is likely to
lead to a more balanced and sustainable plan and one which is more likely to meet
the needs of a wider cross-section of the local community. Crucially it is also most
likely to lead to sustainable development.

1.4

Sustainability Appraisal is not a legal requirement for an NDP but completing one
incorporates the requirement of EU Directive 2001/42/EC (Strategic Environmental
Assessment or SA Directive) which requires an environmental assessment to be
carried out on plans which are considered to have a significant environmental effects.

1.5

Sustainability Appraisal is an ongoing and iterative process influencing the NDP as it
develops. This report takes account of the findings of the Sustainability Appraisal
Report published in support of the Wiltshire Core Strategy.

2.0

Pewsey Sustainability Appraisal Report: Document Structure
This Sustainability Appraisal Report has been designed to be as succinct as possible
to improve accessibility of information and to allow key findings to be presented more
concisely. This first section provides an introduction to Sustainability Appraisal. The
overall structure of the report is as follows:
 Introduction
 Pewsey Sustainability Appraisal Report: Document Structure
 Sustainability, Policy and the Pewsey NDP: The Policy Context for this
Report
 Outline Methodology: how this appraisal was carried out
 Outline Methodology: Scoping the Sustainability Appraisal
 Sustainability Appraisal of NDP Policies
 Future monitoring of predicted significant effects
 Next steps in the NDP and Sustainability Appraisal process

2.1

Non-Technical Summary: Overall sustainability of the NDP Strategy

2.2

This Sustainability Appraisal Report has assessed the likely effects of implementing
the NDP Strategy and it has found that significant effects, both positive and negative,
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are possible in a number of areas. It has been shown however that it is possible to
reduce or avoid many of the predicted adverse effects of implementation; the NDP
promotes development of brownfield sites and other strategic sites in sustainable
locations and contains strong policies in many areas that will steer the right
development to the right locations and, where necessary enable effective mitigation
to take place.
2.2

Impacts that will be difficult to mitigate fully and which will require innovative
solutions, investment and community involvement should be recognised quickly and
the appropriate remedy identified and added on as soon as possible ideally through
pre-application discussion.

2.3

Significant benefits can be expected which can be considerably enhanced by
ensuring that development takes place in consultation with local communities
particularly those which may be affected the most from proposed development and
ensuring that appropriate infrastructure is in place to meet the needs of local
communities.

2.4

Monitoring of significant effects
The SA Directive requires that the Environmental Report shall include…
“a description of the measures envisaged concerning monitoring…”
“Member States shall monitor the significant environmental effects of the
implementation of plans and programmes in order, inter alia, to identify at an early
stage unforeseen adverse effects, and to be able to undertake appropriate remedial
measures.’

2.5

The SA Directive requires the significant environmental effects of plans and
programmes to be monitored, in order to identify at an early stage unforeseen
adverse effects and to be able to take appropriate action where necessary. The
monitoring undertaken on the NDP will help to:





Monitor the predicted significant effects of the plan
Track whether the plan has had any unforeseen effects
Ensure that action can be taken to reduce / offset the significant effects of the
plan
Provide baseline data for future sustainability appraisals and to provide a picture
of how the environmental/sustainability criteria of the area are evolving.

2.6

The requirements of the SA Directive focus on monitoring the effects of the plan. This
equates to both the plan’s significant effects and also unforeseen effects. It may be
difficult to implement monitoring mechanisms for unexpected effects, or to attribute
such effects to the implementation of the NDP when they occur. However, this
provision may be understood as covering effects which differ from those which were
predicted, or unforeseen effects which are due to changes of circumstances.

3.0

Sustainability, Policy and the Pewsey NDP: The Policy Context
The Kennet Local Plan is the current Local Plan for the area covered by the NDP
although it is soon to be superseded by the Wiltshire Core Strategy. Care has been
taken to ensure that the NDP is in broad conformity with the policies of these plans.
In terms of the WCS the NDP takes forward its policies and especially the focus on
sustainable development including the reinforcement of the self-containment of
Pewsey and enhancement of its role as service centre. Detailed correspondence
between the WCS and the NDP is discussed through the plan, especially in the main
plan document.
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In terms of the overall thrust of The Kennet Local Plan, the NDP reflects the same
general approach; a desire to achieve sustainable development by permitting growth
on carefully selected urban or suburban sites within the village boundary (Policy
HC21 and HC26, ED8, ED12), ensuring adequate infrastructure (HC42 and HC43,
AT10), Providing housing and sufficient affordable housing ( e.g. proposals map
insert 7 and HC28), reinforcing Pewsey’s role as service centre (ED23 and ED24)
and as a tourist attraction (TR10, TR11, TR12, TR13, TR18, TR20), achieving growth
without detriment to its character (HH5, HH8, HH9), or to the wider environment
including the AONB (NR6, NR7, NR8). Kennet transport policy is taken forward in
the NDP (e.g. AT17, AT23) which aims to reduce reliance on the car by improving
self-containment of the village, and aims to improve access to sustainable modes.
The purpose of Sustainability Appraisal is to promote the objectives of sustainable
development within the plan. This is done by appraising the social, environmental
and economic effects of a plan from the outset and in doing so, helping to ensure that
policies will help achieve the objectives of sustainable development.
3.1

Pewsey Neighbourhood Working Group will ensure that sustainable development is
treated in an integrated way in the neighbourhood plan. In particular, they will
carefully consider the inter-relationship between:





3.2

Social inclusion
Protecting and enhancing the environment
The prudent use of natural resources
Economic development

The National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 165 states:
‘Planning policies and decisions should be based on up-to-date information about the
natural environment and other characteristics of the area including drawing on, for
example, River Basin Management Plans. Working with Local Nature Partnerships
where appropriate, this should include assessment of existing and potential
components of ecological networks. A sustainability appraisal which meets the
requirements of the European Directive on strategic environmental assessment
should be an integral part of the plan preparation process, and should consider all the
likely significant effects on the environment, economic and social factors.’

3.3

The SA process is governed by European legislation, supported by government
policy:
The requirements of European Directive 2001/42/EC (often known as the Strategic
Environment Assessment (SA) Directive) which requires the preparation of an
environmental report that considers the significant environmental effects of a plan or
programme. This Directive is transposed into UK law by The Environmental
Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004: Statutory Instrument 2004
No 1633 (SA Regulations)

3.4

Compliance with the SA Directive and Regulations.
This Sustainability Appraisal Report incorporates the requirements of the SA
Directive and Regulations, by combining the more environmentally-focused
considerations of SA with social and economic effects within the SA format. Appendix
7 shows how this has been achieved at a glance.

3.5

Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA).
European Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild
Fauna and Flora (the Habitats Directive) requires a Habitats Regulation Assessment
(HRA) to be undertaken. In UK the Habitats Directive is implemented through the
4

Conservation and Species Regulations 2010 (the Habitats Regulations). The HRA
assesses any impact against the conservation objectives of sites of European
importance for nature conservation to ascertain whether it would adversely affect the
integrity of any sites concerned. These sites, often just referred to as European sites,
consist of Special Areas of Conservation (SACs), Special Protection Areas (SPAs)
and Offshore Marine Sites (OMS). Sites designated under the Ramsar Convention
(known as Ramsar sites) also receive the same degree of protection under Planning
Policy Statement 9 (PPS9) (ODPM, 2005) as a matter of planning policy.
3.6

HRA screening.
A key concept within HRA guidance is that of screening, i.e. identifying those
elements of the plan where it can be concluded with reasonable certainty that no
significant impact on a European site will occur. An HRA screening exercise, or
Screening Report, for Wiltshire can be viewed at:
www.wiltshire.gov.uk/wiltshire2026.htm
This report was carried out in discussion with a Steering Group comprising of
representative from Natural England, the Environmental Agency and Wiltshire
Council and involved the following tasks:
 Identifying all European sites within Wiltshire.
 Detailed consideration of selected spatial options to highlight potential effects
and any opportunities for avoidance measures to be incorporated in policies
within the Core Strategy, lower level plans and projects.
 Identification of spatial options and European sites that can be screened out
from any further assessment.

3.7

Wiltshire Core Strategic HRA Reports dated June 2011 and February 2012.
These two reports have been published alongside the Wiltshire Core Strategy, their
conclusions and recommendations have been taken into consideration and will be
followed in the process of writing the Pewsey Neighbourhood Development Plan.

3.8

A specific HRA screening exercise for the Pewsey NDP was carried out in August
2014 by ecologists from Wiltshire Council. This ended:
‘It can therefore be concluded that the Pewsey Neighbourhood Plan would have no
likely significant effects upon the Natura 2000 network alone or in combination, and
no appropriate assessment is considered necessary by Wiltshire Council as
competent authority’.
The full Screening Statement is given as Appendix 10.

3.9

The Pewsey Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP)
The SA Directive requires that the environmental report must include:
“...an outline of the contents, main objectives of the plan...and relationship with other
relevant plans and programmes”.
The NDP document therefore includes:
 An overall vision which sets out how Pewsey parish will develop (see below)
 The NDP’s strategic objectives for the area focussing on key issues (see
below)
 A delivery schedule for achieving these objectives, setting out how much
development is intended to happen, where, when and how it will be delivered.
 Policies governing and possible locations for development
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 Evidence of what physical, social and green infrastructure is needed to
enable the amount of development proposed.
 Arrangements for managing and monitoring the delivery of the strategy
 The relationship between the Pewsey NDP and other plans and programmes.
3.10

Pewsey NDP Vision Statement
Pewsey Vision statement has been ratified by the Parish Council and is as follows:
Pewsey has a pleasant natural environment with an exceptionally strong community
spirit and local involvement. Although popular with tourists for its historic character
and rural setting, it continues to be a living and working village of approximately 3500
inhabitants, which acts and is designated as, a Service Centre for this part of Pewsey
Vale. Pewsey Parish has a total population of 4679 (2011 Census). The village
provides access to education, sport, health, social care, policing, retail and
professional services. It has a working railway station which serves London and the
West Country.

3.11
Around 200 dwellings have been built in Pewsey in the last five years and sufficient
employment sites have been provided. The community believes that a moderate
amount of development should continue within the Village boundary (limit of
Development or LoD) to provide for both balanced residential and employment needs
in accordance with the requirements outlined within the Wiltshire Core Strategy. This
balanced approach between residential and other uses must allow Pewsey’s
continued role as a provider of services to the village and surrounding areas, whilst
not detracting from the quality of the village, its setting and the wider area within the
parish boundary and AONB.
3.12
Protecting the natural environment within and without the defined settlement is
considered to be as important as protecting the local heritage. The village has a
number of important green areas used for both activity sport and recreation. These
will not be reduced in number or size by any future development, unless the loss
results in some like form of like -for-like or enhanced benefit elsewhere in the village.
Likewise listed and non-listed buildings and features that contribute to the character
of the village will be preserved and if possible enhanced.
3.13

Pewsey NDP Objectives
The following objectives for the Pewsey NDP have been proposed by the Working
Group following an analysis of consultation responses and endorsed by the Parish
Council:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

To manage development in accordance with the principles set out in the Core
Strategy and the wishes of the community;
To ensure Pewsey maintains and enhances its role as a Service Centre;
To improve existing infrastructure both to support new development and to
enhance that serving the existing village. To do so in a manner that respects the
character and setting of the village.
To maintain and enhance all of the current green areas and sporting facilities;
To ensure that any and all development complements the character and
heritage of the AONB, local landscape, village and surrounding area and does
not have a detrimental effect on the Conservation Area and or Listed Buildings;
To protect the special setting of the village within the wider AONB and to
conserve and enhance the landscape within the parish boundary;
To enhance the economic sustainability of the village by ensuring that:
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 Sufficient employment sites are maintained and new sites are made available
as necessary in appropriate locations;
 Village centre retail and commercial spaces are retained and enhanced;
 The current village-centre, ground floor retail, business or employment
facilities are preserved;
 Appropriate type and scale of employment, in particular tourism related, is
Encouraged;
 There is a blend of housing, jobs and facilities to attract and retain younger
people to ensure a balanced age profile within the area;
 Existing transport links with the surrounding areas, towns and cities are
improved.
 Village infrastructure is improved through securing developer contributions
8.

To allow appropriate housing development on suitable sites within the village
LoD boundary.
9. To maintain and enhance the village character and to support the ‘working
village’ ethos whilst retaining its hospitality to visitors of all ages.
10. To consider any reasonable, appropriate and relevant comments proposed by
parishes who have confirmed that they wish to be included in this project as
Primary Consultees.
4.0

Methodology: Stages of the Sustainability Appraisal process in Pewsey
The methodology for this appraisal was developed in accordance with the following
guidance:
 Environmental assessment of neighbourhood plans : A guide for Wiltshire’s
Parish and Town councils (Wiltshire Council 2013)
 A practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SA) Directive
(ODPM, 2005)
 Planning Advisory Service (PAS) Sustainability Appraisal guidance online at:
http://www.pas.gov.uk/chapter-6-the-role-of-sustainability-appraisal
 Planning Practice Guidance – Strategic Environmental Assessment and
Sustainability Appraisal
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/strategicenvironmental-assessment-and-sustainability-appraisal/
 Wiltshire Core Strategy Sustainability Appraisal Report, (Wiltshire Council,
2012).

4.1

Sustainability appraisal is carried out in a series of stages, which includes setting the
context and objectives for sustainability appraisal, developing and assessing the
effects of policy options and carrying out consultation on a Sustainability Appraisal
Report. The stages of the Sustainability Appraisal are shown in the table below: In
practice there is likely to be iteration and overlap between the conceptual stages
indicated.
Table 1
Preparation Stage

Description

A – Setting the context and
objectives for the
sustainability appraisal.

The scope for the ongoing appraisal,
establishing an evidence base. A separate
Scoping Report has been completed and
published for consultation completing this
stage.
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B – Developing options and
assessing effects.

C – Preparing a Sustainability
Appraisal Report.
D – Consulting on the plan and
Sustainability Appraisal
Report.
E – Monitoring significant effects

The sustainability appraisal assesses policy
options from the outset. Development and
appraisal of options is an iterative process,
with effects being predicted and evaluated for
their significance, and options amended.
Potential mitigation measures for any predicted
significant effects are considered at this stage.
This report is a key output of the appraisal
process, presenting information on the effects
of the plan in a format suitable for public
consultation. It is published with the NDP.
The Sustainability Appraisal Report is
published for consultation alongside the plan
concerned. Consultation must include the
statutory environmental consultation bodies
and the public.
The predicted significant effects are monitored
after implementation of the plan to identify any
unforeseen effects and undertake appropriate
remedial action.

A Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report, meeting the requirements of Stage A was
published in June 2013. This can be viewed or downloaded at www.pewseypc.gov.UK
A summary of the key elements of the Scoping Report is presented in Section 5 of
this report, below.
5.0

Scoping the Sustainability Appraisal for Pewsey.
Before an SA report can be produced it is necessary to undertake a ‘scoping’
exercise. This stage (‘A’ in Table 2, above) involves compiling background
information. For example, the SA Directive requires an environmental report to
include:
 An outline of the plan’s relationship with other relevant plans and programmes.
 The relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and the likely
evolution thereof without implementation of the plan or programme.
 The environmental characteristics of those areas likely to be significantly affected
 Any existing problems which are relevant to the plan or programme including, in
particular, those relating to any areas of a particular environmental importance
such as areas designated pursuant to Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the
conservation of wild birds and Habitats Directive.
 The environmental protection objectives, established at international, Community
or Member State level, which are relevant to the plan or programme and the way
those objectives and any environmental considerations have been taken into
account during its preparation.
 Consultation with authorities with environmental responsibility, when deciding on
the scope and level of detail of the information to be included in the
environmental report.

5.1

This process establishes an evidence base for ongoing appraisal work and
culminates in a framework of sustainability objectives. Key tasks in this evidence
compilation include:
 Identifying relevant policies, plans and programmes
 Collecting baseline information
8

 Identifying key sustainability issues in Pewsey
 Establishing sustainability objectives.
5.2

The scoping work is subject to review as evidence becomes outdated and new
information is made available that can assist in the assessment of significant effects.
Some key elements of the Scoping Report are described in the following sections.

5.3

Relationship with other plans and programmes
The Scoping Report has highlighted the environmental protection objectives which
are relevant to the NDP and the way those objectives and any environmental
considerations have been taken into account during its preparation. In order to
establish a clear scope for the sustainability appraisal it is necessary, and an SA
requirement, to review and develop an understanding of a wider range of ‘policies,
plans, programmes and sustainability objectives’ that are relevant to the NDP. This
includes International, European, National, Regional and local level policies, plans
and strategies.
A thorough and wide-ranging review has been undertaken for the Core Strategy of
relevant plans, policies and programmes that include international conventions and
EU policies through to Core Strategies and other local level plans and programmes.
This review by Wiltshire Council is described in the Scoping Report and has been
adopted as the basis for the Pewsey NDP scoping exercise for this Sustainability
Appraisal Report. The key documents that the NDP takes into account are also listed
in the Scoping Report for absolute clarity.

5.4

Baseline evidence
The review of plans, policies and programmes was followed by a thorough review of
the sustainability ‘baseline’ in Pewsey. The baseline identifies what is currently
happening in Pewsey and the likely future state of the area if current trends were to
continue. It provides the basis for predicting and monitoring effects and helps to
identify sustainability problems and alternative ways of dealing with them. The
baseline review consists of both qualitative and quantitative information which show
trends on whether the situation is getting better or worse. This information is
presented within the Scoping Report under the following sustainability topic
headings:
 Biodiversity - the threat to biodiversity in Pewsey area is principally by human
development activities.
 Land and soil resources - the limited number of brownfield sites to develop and
the future allocation of the land available for housing and employment growth.
Protect the best agricultural land for food production.
 Water resources and flood risk - to ensure that flood risks are assessed and
appropriate mitigation is implemented. To ensure that the headwaters of the
Avon are not polluted by development.
Irresponsible agricultural practices should not be allowed to cause unnecessary
soil erosion or water pollution.
 Air quality and environmental pollution - to avoid any increase in air pollution
due to development.
 Climate Change - to promote recommended energy efficiency and generating
policies in line with both local and national government recommendations.
 Historic environment - to protect the historic and archaeological environment
from inappropriate development and to enhance it where possible.
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 Landscapes - to develop strong policies to ensure that there is no inappropriate
development in unsustainable and unsuitable locations and that there are no
adverse effects on the local landscape or community.
 Population and housing - to provide the correct mix of well-designed houses
to meet the requirements over the given period using the local community
needs and Core Strategy requirements as guidance..
 Community Wellbeing and Health - to consider the health and social care
needs of a gradually increasing population and to ensure that there is
sufficient infrastructure in place for any new development. To improve the
communities access to essential services. To ensure that there is sufficient
facilities for local medical treatment and for the care of the elderly.
 Education and skills - to raise educational levels and to provide for people
wishing to improve their workplace skills.
 Service Centre Provision - to ensure and enhance Pewsey’s ability to act as
a Service Centre for the local community.
 Transport - to promote a sustainable transport system and to ensure that any
development has as little adverse effect as possible on the current, difficult
situation which exists on the local rural road system. To ensure that roads and
rights of way are well maintained and kept in good order. Having said that it
must be appreciated that this is a rural location and people require cars for
both work and play. Also to protect the railway station and the Kennet and
Avon canal both of which are important to the community from both an
economic and communications point of view.
 Economy and enterprise - maintaining a buoyant local economy will rely on
providing an adequate amount of additional employment land to meet future
need and on protecting and enhancing existing employment areas.
5.5

Key sustainability issues in Wiltshire
The review of plans, policies and programmes, and reSArch of the baseline situation
in Pewsey has enabled the identification of key sustainability issues which are to be
found at Annex 2 of the Scoping Report (including environmental problems as
required by the SA Directive). Sustainability issues can be any problems or
uncertainties which need to be understood and addressed before the NDP can be
confidently considered sustainable. Identifying sustainability issues is important
when reaching an informed view on the sustainability of the NDP. Key issues for
Pewsey have also been identified through awareness of existing problems and
concerns in the area, and through consultation with stakeholders.

5.6

Sustainability Appraisal Framework
The framework for carrying out this sustainability appraisal evolved from an
appreciation of the Sustainability Appraisal used for the Wiltshire Core Strategy, from
guidance and from consultation. It consists of a series of questions designed to test
policy ideas and objectives and see what the most sustainable means of taking these
forward would be. The plan team also agreed a scoring system to be used for
assessment which is included. The Framework is taken from the Sustainability
Appraisal Scoping report and is given in this report as Appendix 8.

5.7

Consultation on Scoping Report
The SA Directive 2001/42/EC requires consultation during a Sustainability Appraisal
with:
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“…Authorities with environmental responsibility when deciding on the scope and level
of detail of the information to be included in the environmental report (Article 5.4)”.
The following bodies were consulted:
Network Rail
North Wessex Downs’ AONB
Pewsey Environmental Action Team (PEAT)
Sustrans
Pewsy Vale School
Pewsey Area Youth Council
Pewsey Community Area Parishes
Pewsey Police Force
English Heritage
Natural England
Environment Agency
Wilsthire Council
5.8

However, The Steering Group wanted far wider consultation than the legal minimum
in order to better inform the plan. Appendix 4 of the Sustainability Appraisal Report
details not only who was consulted but also how comments received fed back into
the Sustainability Appraisal and the on-going development of NDP policy. Workshops
were held - for example at Pewsey Vale School on 6th September 2012 and there
feedback from consolation was discussed and fed back into the policy making
process with changes being made as a result.

6.0

Methodology - Developing Options and refining policies (and ‘reasonable
alternatives’).
The SA Directive requires an assessment of the likely effects of implementing the
NDP and of ‘reasonable alternatives’. Developing options and alternatives is an
important part of both the plan-making and sustainability appraisal process. For the
NDP, the reasonable alternatives are the different options put forward and
considered during the preparation of the plan.

6.1

Working with the public and stakeholders, including local Strategic partners and the
SA consultation bodies has had a major role in identifying and refining options and
this is discussed as part of section 7 of this report. It has also helped to ensure that
options that could be considered ‘reasonable alternatives’ are satisfactorily defined
and covered in the sustainability appraisal.

6.2

It is important to note that Sustainability Appraisal helps to identify the most
sustainable options to be taken forward but it does not decide which option to be
taken forward. The SA Practical Guide, paragraph 5.B.7 states “It is not the purpose
of the SA to decide the alternative to be chosen for the plan or programme. This is
the role of the decision – makers who have to make choices on the plan or
programme to be adopted. The SA simply provides information on the relative
environmental performance of alternatives, and can make the decision-making
process more transparent”. Similar wording is given in the 2005 ODPM guidance on
sustainability appraisal. A summary of the main findings of the appraisal of options is
presented in Section 7.

6.3

Assessing the significance of effects
The SA Directive requires an assessment of “likely significant effects...taking into
account the objectives and geographical scope of the plan or programme”. PAS
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guidance states “you are only required to assess the likely significant effects of the
plan, not all possibilities”. Assessment matrices present the detailed findings. Each
matrix provides a discussion of likely effects, their potential significance ‘score’,
ranging from ++ (significantly positive) to - - (significantly negative) is given against
each objective, graded in the following way:
Table 2 – Stage B: Effects assessment – how effects were graded.
Significance assessment

Description

++

Option would have a significant positive
effect in its current form as it would help
resolve an existing issue or maximise
opportunities, leading to significant benefits.
SIGNIFICANT POSITIVE

+

Option would have a positive effect

?

Effect of option is uncertain

0

Option would have a neutral effect

-

Option would have a negative effect

--

The option would have a significant effect as
it would substantially exacerbate existing
problems with mitigation problematic.
SIGNIFICANT NEGATIVE

Note: assessment of some objectives for a given option may be considered to be
positive or negative but with some uncertainties, in which case a symbol such as +/?
or -/? may be used.
Effects evaluation is then considered using more detailed criteria for each
sustainability objective. For example, the criteria used to assess policies against the
sustainability objective relating to biodiversity are as follows:
6.4

Effects assessment – an example (biodiversity)
As an example the following grading has been applied to Sustainability objective 1:
protect or enhance all biodiversity and geological features and avoid irreversible
losses.
Table 3
Significance assessment
++
SIGNIFICANT POSITIVE EFFECT

Description
No adverse effects on biodiversity or
geological features
Policy/option will have significant positive
effects on existing biodiversity or
geographical features
Protection of natural environment is strongly
promoted and the policy/option will offer
significant opportunities for habitat
12

restoration, enhancement or creation and no
loss of feature.
+

No adverse effects on biodiversity or
geological features
Policy/option will have positive effects on
existing biodiversity or geological features
There may be further opportunities to
maximise beneficial effects through habitat
restoration, enhancement or creation.

?

Effects are uncertain and further information
is required to establish potential effects

0

Policy/option will have a neutral effect

-

Limited adverse effects on biodiversity or
geological features
--

Policy/option will have significant adverse
effects on a designated site or sites

SIGNIFICANT NEGATIVE EFFECT
And/or will have significant adverse effects
on protected or notable species
And/or will lead to the loss or significant
damage to ancient woodland and other
ecological features
No mitigation, or inadequate mitigation
measures or mitigation considered
problematic
6.5

It is important to note that whilst criteria such as this can help in forming a judgement,
significance has to be determined individually in each case i.e. effects which are
significant in one situation are not necessarily significant in another. Flexibility is
important and the criteria are used as a guideline as to the significance of effects.
PAS guidance states that ‘ultimately, the significance of an effect is a matter of
judgement and should require no more than a clear reasonable justification’.

6.6

Assessing cumulative effects
The assessment of effects of the NDP policies has included potential secondary,
cumulative and synergic effects as required by the SA Directive. Many sustainability
problems result from the accumulation of multiple, small and often indirect effects
rather than a few large obvious ones, and consideration of such effects will be
included in any further discussion of significant effects in this report. An overview of
the likely main cumulative effects of the NDP is to be found at Section 8.

6.7

Consideration of mitigation measures.
The SA Directive requires consideration of “measures envisaged to prevent, reduce
and as fully as possible offset any significant adverse effect on the environment of
implementing the plan or programme”. These are referred to as mitigation
13

measures, and can include recommendations for improving beneficial effects. In the
assessment matrices, potential measures are considered for likely adverse and
positive effects. For any effects judged likely to be significant, these are discussed in
further sections of this report.
6.8

Appraisal limitations, difficulties encountered and assumptions made
In terms of the prediction and evaluation of significant effects, the NDP defines areas
for housing and employment development, and it is possible to predict effects that
may be likely in those areas through, for example, examining proximity to sensitive
environmental receptors and predicting future increases in traffic volume. However,
there is a degree of uncertainty regarding these future effects; more detailed impact
assessment will often be required, for example at the planning applications stage,
and this has been stated in sustainability appraisal where this is the case.

6.9

Actual effects will often depend on elements such as the type of development that
takes place, its exact location in terms of sensitive environmental receptors, the
sustainability of buildings i.e. Materials used, energy and water efficiency etc. design
quality and transport mitigation measures. The extent of any mitigation measures to
prevent or reduce any effects or compensatory measures for loss will be very
important and cannot always be fully assessed at this stage.

6.10

Every effort has been made to present an accurate baseline situation in the scoping
report which has been published to provide the sustainability baseline and key
issues. Inevitably, a degree of judgement has been required in undertaking the policy
appraisals to determine the ‘significance’ of effects. Sustainability appraisal relies on
expert judgement, which is guided by knowledge of the likely impacts of the plan, the
baseline data available and responses and information provided by consultees and
other stakeholders. The assessment has been carried out and reported assisted by
qualified professional staff from Wiltshire Council together with the qualitative
judgement of the Parish Council who understand through long experience the local
circumstances of Pewsey. Uncertainties are highlighted if there is any doubt as to the
effect on the plan.

7.0

Formal SA of NDP Policies
As we have seen, the Sustainability Appraisal Framework consists of sustainability
objectives which provide a way in which the effects of the NDP can be described,
analysed and compared. Sustainability appraisal objectives are different in concept
and purpose from the objectives of the NDP, though there is a degree of overlap.
They are not necessarily intended to be achievable, but are more aspirational in
nature, and address the full cross-section of sustainability issues, including social,
economic and environmental factors laid down by law or policy. See Appendix 5 for
methodology and scoring system used below.

7.1

Pewsey NDP New Policy 1 – Development Strategy
This over-arching policy represents the general strategy for the future development of
Pewsey to 2026. The policy requires that brownfield sites be developed before
greenfield ones, and that development in general should be concentrated within the
village boundary. The policy therefore imposes a presumption in favour of
development within the boundary (subject to compliance with other policies of the
plan) and leaves open the possibility of strictly limited development outside the
boundary where this comes forward through either a site allocations DPD a
Masterplan or other community planning document involving the Parish Council or is
a Rural Exception Scheme as defined by the Core Strategy.
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7.2

This is considered to be a reasonable policy for the following reasons:
 It enjoys strong community support
 It makes efficient and sustainable use of land
 It protects the wider environment including the AONB, but balances this with the
needs of development in a manner that encapsulates the presumption in favour
of sustainable development required by the NPPF.
 The policy is likely to ensure the delivery of necessary development and
infrastructure required by the Wiltshire Core Strategy, thereby underpinning a
thriving village and sound local economy.
Options considered for this policy together with reasons
The policy has 2 elements: (i) Brownfield Land
Options Considered:
Option
1. Have a policy permitting
development on greenfield sites

Reason for selection
To consider the impact of a policy of
unimpeded market forces

2. Have a policy restricting
development to brownfield land only.
3. Have a policy guiding development
to brownfield as a first option but
permitting selected greenfield
development if no suitable sites are
available.

To consider the impact of a hardline
policy of land conservation
To consider the impact of a flexible policy
supported by the community, balancing
the needs of the environment against
those of development.

2
3

++
+

++
+

0
0

0

0
0

+
+

-++
-

-+

0

0
0
0

13. Economy &
Enterprise

0

12. Transport

+

11. Service
Centre

0

10. Education

-

9. Community
& Health

+

8. Population &
Housing

6. Historic
Environment

0

7. Landscape

5. Climatic

& soil
2. Land
Options
--

4. Air quality

--

3. Water &
flood risk

1

1. Biodiversity

Scoring of Options:

Sustainable
Objectives

7.3

-

-

+

+
+

0
0

+
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Justification of Scoring:

Time

Rev?

Spatial
Scale?

Perm?

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Significant Effect?

Development
should be in
appropriate
locations
where effects
minimised.
Development
should not
harm
designated
sites, ancient
woodland,
disturbance of
notable
species and
lead to an
enhancement
of current
assets.
Policy should
encourage
development
of brownfield
sites that are
well located to
their
settlement and
that have good
access to
public
transport,
services and
facilities
Not required
although SUDs
and other
measures
should be
encouraged as
matter of
course.

Yes - 0ptions 1 and 3

Mitigation?

LT

I

A

P

--

++

+

Development of
Greenfield sites
(option1) would
harm habitats and
AONB. Option 2
best protects
these interests
but at
unacceptable
economic cost.
Option 3 is a
reasonable
compromise.

Yes - options 1 and 2

Justification /
Evidence

LT

I

A

P

--

++

+

Development of
Greenfield sites
(option1) would
harm this most.
Option 2 best
protects these
interests but at
unacceptable
economic cost.
Option 3 =
compromise.

No

Significance

LT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Scale of
development and
low local risk of
flooding means
that effect of any
option likely to be
neutral.

Water and Flood
Risk

Land and Soil

Biodiversity

S. A. Objectives

Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of Effects
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No

R

A

T

+

-

0

No

LT

R

B

T

-

0

0

No

Air Quality
Climatic
Historic Environment

MT

LT

R

A

P

0

+

+

Development on
brownfield land
likely to reduce
air quality locally
in urban area.
Fewer problems
on Greenfield site
as overall density
of development
would be lower.

Development
proposals
should
carefully
consider
schemes to
significantly
reduce private
car use, with
improved
public
transport
services,
walking and
cycling routes
linking with the
centre.
Carbon emissions Mitigation
likely to be higher measures
overall from the
through energy
more dispersed
efficiency, use
settlement pattern of renewable
that would result
and low/zero
from Option 1.
carbon energy
Scale is too small sources and
to affect local
investment in
micro climates for sustainable
other options.
transport
solutions.
Greenfield sites
have no heritage
content, so
neutral effect.
Brownfield site
development can
have an impact
on Heritage but
properly
managed this is
likely to be a
benefit through
complimentary
design and
refurbishment
made possible by
development.

Careful control
of
development
using other
polices of the
Plan and
WCS. If
properly
harnessed
development is
likely to have a
positive impact
on Heritage
overall
especially in
terms of
quality of
overall
townscape and
conservation
area.
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Yes option 1 & 2

I

A

P

--

++

-

Option 1 would
probably impact
on the AONB.
Option 2 would
best protect the
AONB. Option 3
may have a minor
negative effect.

Yes

MT

R

A

T

+

--

+

No

MT

R

A

T

0

-

0

Policies 1 and 2
likely to provide
sufficient housing.
Option 2 may not
deliver sufficient
due to limited
number of sites.
Option 2 could
adversely impact
by failing to
provide enough
housing

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No options are
likely to have an
impact of
education

None

No

MT

R

A

P

-

+

+

Option 1 places
development
further from the
centre.

None

No

MT

R

A

T

-

0

0

MT

R

A

T

+

-

+

Option 1 would
place
development
further from the
centre, which
could increase
car use.
Option 2 would
slow economy by
reducing probably
growth rates
through restricting
development
sites.

Promotion of
sustainable
transport via
policy.

No

Landscape
Population &
Housing
Community
and Health
Education
Service
Centre
Transport
Economy

LT

Development
should not
adversely
impact areas
of high
landscape
value. Control
of landscaping
and siting
required.
Affordable
homes to be
provided.

None

Promotion of
businesses
through policy.

(ii) Settlement Boundary
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Options Considered:
Option
1. Have a policy permitting
development in or outside of the
boundary
2. Have a policy restricting
development to within the village
boundary only.
3. Have a policy guiding
development to within the boundary
and onto brownfield land as a first
option but permitting selected
greenfield development if this takes
place with community involvement
through a secondary planning
process.

Reason for selection
To consider the impact of a policy of
unimpeded market forces
To consider the impact of a hardline policy
of land conservation
To consider the impact of a balanced
policy supported by the community and
compatible with the Wiltshire Core
Strategy.
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21. Education
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23. Transport
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0
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+
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0
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-++
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0

14. Water & flood risk
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13. Land & soil

1
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Sustainable Objectives

Scoring of Options:

0
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0
0

+
-+
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Justification of Scoring:

Time

Rev?

Spatial
Scale?

Perm?

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Significant
Effect?
Yes

LT

I

A

P

-

++

0

Yes

Significance

LT

I

A

P

--

++

0

No

Water and Flood Risk

Land and Soil

Biodiversity

S. A. Objectives

Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of Effects

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Justification /
Evidence

Mitigation?

Option 1 would
be likely to
destroy the most
habitats. Option
2 would
preserve the
most while
option 3 would
be broadly
neutral

Development
should be
promoted
where effects
minimised.
Development
should not
harm
designated
sites, ancient
woodland and
disturbance of
notable
species and
enhance
assets.
Opt. 1 would
Policy should
take the most
encourage
greenfield land,
development
some of which is of brownfield
agricultural. Opt. sites well
2 makes most
located to
efficient use of
settlement and
land but at
that have good
unacceptable
access to
cost.
public
transport,
services and
facilities
Due to scale of
Not required
development
although SUDs
proposed and
and other
low local flood
measures
risk significant
should be
effects are
encouraged as
unlikely.
matter of
course.
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No

R

A

T

+

-

0

Development
outside
boundary would
reduce pressure
on density,
concentrating
inside would
increase.

No

LT

R

B

T

-

0

0

Yes

Air Quality
Climatic
Historic Envirinment

MT

LT

I

A

P

0

+

++

Carbon
emissions likely
to be higher
overall from the
more dispersed
settlement
pattern that
would result
from Option 1.
Scale is too
small to affect
micro climates
for other Opts.
Greenfield sites
have no
heritage
content, so
neutral effect.
Internal sites
can have an
impact on
Heritage but
properly
managed this is
likely to be a
benefit through
complimentary
design and
refurbishment
made possible
by development.
More control
over this
possible with
opt. 3

Proposals
should
consider
schemes to
reduce car
use, with
improved
public
transport,
walking and
cycling routes
linking with the
centre.
Mitigation
measures
through energy
efficiency,
renewable and
low/zero
carbon energy
sources and
investment in
sustainable
transport

Control of
development
using other
polices of the
Plan and
WCS. If
properly
harnessed
development is
likely to have a
positive impact
on Heritage
overall
especially in
terms of
quality of
overall
townscape and
conservation
area.
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Yes

A

P

--

++

+

Option 1 would
impact on the
AONB. Option 2
would best
protect the
AONB. Opt,. 3
may have a
minor negative
effect.

Yes

MT

R

A

T

+

--

+

No

MT

R

A

T

0

-

0

Policies 1 and 2
likely to provide
sufficient
housing. Option
2 may not
deliver sufficient
due to limited
number of sites.
Option 2 could
impact on
community by
failing to provide
enough housing

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No options are
likely to have an
impact of
education

None

No

MT

R

A

T

-

-

0

MT

R

A

T

-

0

0

Option 1 would
place
development
further from the
centre. Opt. 2
could have an
unacceptable
economic
impact by
putting brake on
development of
centre.
Option 1 would
place
development
further from the
centre, which
could increase
cause.

None

No

Landscape
Population &
Housing
Community
and Health
Education

I

Transport

Serv. Centre

LT

Development
should not
adversely
impact areas
of high
landscape
value. Control
of landscaping
and siting
required.
Affordable
homes to be
provided.

None

Promotion of
sustainable
transport via
policy.
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No

Economy
7.3

MT

R

A

T

+

-

+

Option 2 would
slow economy
by reducing
probably growth
rates through
restricting
development
sites.

Promotion of
businesses
through policy.

Pewsey NDP Policy 1 – Development Strategy: discussion of significant
effects envisaged.
In the case of both elements of this proposed policy, there is a choice between hard
or softline approaches to development and a third balanced option, which is the one
selected. Both hard and soft line approaches offer significant benefits, but in each
case these net benefits are cancelled out by unacceptable costs.

7.4

Why options were adopted or rejected
Option 1 would not have the support of the community and so would not have been
approved in a referendum. It also had significant negative effects on the environment
and landscape.
Option 2 was rejected because the effects on the economy and vitality of the village
would have been negative. Additionally the policy would conflict with the NPPF.
Option 3 scores highest overall for positive effects and lowest for negative. This
option best represents the community’s balanced view of development, which seeks
to welcome sustainable development that can enhance the role of the village as a
service centre, while protecting the AONB and other environmental interests. The
third option creates flexibility while allowing the community a guaranteed input into
how the village develops in future. Option 3 in both cases therefore adopts a flexible,
yet plan led approach in accordance with The Framework and the Wiltshire Core
Strategy which focuses investment in the village core in order to accommodate
development, protect what the community values and facilitate urban regeneration
and renewal.

7.5

Mitigation measures that would prevent reduce or offset any adverse effects.
It is difficult to see how mitigation measures could offset the damage to the AONB
caused by development outside the village when sites exist within. Similarly the plan
takes the view that land is a scarce and finite resource; sustainable development
therefore requires that controlled approach which involves the community at every
stage offers the best means of harmonising developmental and environmental needs
and ensuring that mitigation effects are considered as development unfolds into the
future.

7.6

Policy Selected:
Based on the SA, support of the community and compliance with NPPF /WCS,
Option 3 was selected and the policy is given below.
Pewsey NDP Policy 1 (SA
Option 3):
Development Strategy

i. Development on greenfield sites will only
be permitted where no suitable
brownfield sites are available.
ii. Development should take place only on
suitable sites within the village boundary.
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However development outside the
boundary may be acceptable in
exceptional circumstances where both of
the following apply:
- no suitable site exists within the
boundary
- the development is brought forward
through a site allocations DPD, a
community planning document such as a
Masterplan within which the Parish
Council plays a leading role, or as a
Rural Exception Site defined by the Core
Strategy.
7.7

Pewsey NDP Policies 2.1 - 2.3 – Economic Policy
Pewsey is a service centre of significant value to the village population and that of
surrounding villages. Provision of services locally in Pewsey helps reduce car-borne
travel to more distant centres such as Marlborough. The presence of services also
underpins a strong local community assisting social cohesion and raising quality of
life. Local services are also employers helping improve self-containment and further
reducing the need to travel. Any policy must ensure that local employment is
provided in parallel with new housing to ensure this balance is maintained.

7.8

By ensuring that a wide range of services are available locally, Pewsey is properly
fulfilling its function as a service centre and has a positive effect on sustainability as
required by the Core Strategy and the Framework.

7.9

Existing employment sites currently situated at Fordbrook and Salisbury Rd presently
have limited space to allow current businesses to expand and to encourage new
enterprises to locate to Pewsey. It is essential to maintain, expand or find additional
employment space as needed as Pewsey develops.

7.10

Tourism is an important part of the local economy and has even greater potential
than is at present utilised. Pewsey lies in an AONB with its various attractions,
namely; scenic, historic, agricultural, and archaeological all of which have the
potential to attract visitors.

7.11

More facilities are required to accommodate and entertain visitors and support the
local economy. A challenge will be to mitigate negative impacts of this is terms of
damage to habitats, heritage and via transport.

7.12

To promote and encourage Pewsey as a working village accommodation and
employment for the younger generation is required to ensure they live and work
within the village.

7.13

Pewsey NDP New Policy 2A – Economy: Employment Sites
Improving the sustainability of Pewsey through balancing new housing growth with
employment opportunities is a central aim of the Pewsey NDP. Expansion of
employment opportunities is also vital to underpin and enhance Pewsey’s position as
a Service Centre.

7.14

The plan identifies sites, and these are intended to be the location of all major
employment development. However, the plan also remains open to appropriate
windfall business development of a small scale providing it is acceptable in terms of
other plan policies. Recognising the importance of small businesses and the trend
towards home working the plan welcomes mixed use development and encourages
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developers to build flexibility into the design of homes to facilitate what the plan
regards as a sustainable and desirable trend.
Options considered:
Option
1. Do not attempt to control employment
development

Reason for selection
To consider the impact of a policy of
unimpeded market forces

3. Encourage employment development on
main sites but also encourage micro
businesses as windfall and mixed use
development

To consider the impact of a balanced
policy permitting a range of employment
development on appropriate sites to
encourage a vibrant local economy in a
manner acceptable to the community.

6. Historic Env

7. Landscape

8. Population &
Housing

9. Community &
Health

0
0

0
0
0

0
+
+

0
0

+
0
+

0
0
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0
0
+

++
+
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13. Economy &
Enterprise

5. Climatic

0
0
0

12. Transport

4. Air quality

0
0
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3. Water & flood
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0
0
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2. Land & soil

Options
1
2
3

1. Biodiversity

Sustainable
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Scoring of Options:

0
-
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+
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Justification of Scoring:

S. A.
Objectives

Significant
Effect?

Time

Rev?

Spatial
Scale?

Perm?

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Biodiversity

No

MT

R

A

T

-

0

0

Land and Soil

Significance

No

MT

R

A

T

-

0

0

Water and Flood
Risk

Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of Effects

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Air
Quality

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Justification /
Evidence

Mitigation?

Option 1
would take
most
greenfield
land and
most habitat.
Other options
not felt to
have
significant
effects due to
moderate
scale
proposed
and use of
brownfield
land.
Option 1
would take
most unspoilt
land. Other
options are
not felt to
have
significant
effects due to
scale and
recycling of
brownfield
land.
Due to scale
proposed
and low local
flood risk
significant
effects are
unlikely.

Development
should be
promoted
where effects
Minimised.
Development
should not
harm sites,
ancient
woodland, and
lead to an
enhancement

Option 1
would
disperse
employment
development.

None

Policy should
encourage
development
of b/field sites
well located to
settlement ,
with good
access to
transport

Not required
although SUDs
and other
measures
should be
encouraged.
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Climatic

No

LT

R

A

T

0

0

0

The other
options not
significant
due to scale
and ability to
control
employment
type through
other
policies.
Carbon
possibly
higher overall
from
dispersed
development
pattern that
could result
from Option
1. Scale too
small to
affect micro
climates for
other Opts.
Overall effect
on climate
minimal /
dependent
on type

Mitigation
measures
through energy
efficiency,
renewable and
low/zero
carbon energy
sources and
investment in
sustainable
transport
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Historic Environment

MT

P

A

P

0

+

+

Greenfield
sites have no
heritage, so
neutral.
Internal sites
can have an
impact on
Heritage but
managed this
is likely to be
a benefit
through
complimentar
y design and
refurbishmen
t made
possible by
development.
More control
over this
possible with
opt. 3

Control of
development
using other
polices. If
properly
harnessed
development is
likely to have a
positive impact
on Heritage
overall in
terms of
quality of
overall
townscape and
conservation
area.

Landscape

No

LT

I

A

P

-

0

0

Development
should not
adversely
impact areas
of high
landscape
value. Control
of landscaping
and siting
required.

No

MT

R

A

T

+

0

+

Option 1
could impact
on the
AONB.
Option 2
would best
protect the
AONB.
Option 3
may have a
minor neg.
effect but
likely minimal
due to scale
and
availability of
micro sites.
Options 1
and 3 would
provide the
most
employment

Population
& Housing

No

None
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Community and
Health

MT

I

A

T

Education

No

MT

R

A

T

Yes

MT

R

A

No

MT

R

MT

R

0

0

+

0

0

+

T

++

0

++

A

T

-

0

0

A

T

++

0

++

Yes

Economy

Transport

Service Centre

No

Option 3
would
provide best
employment
opportunities
close to
village core.
Option 3
would be
best for
growth of
businesses
maximising
availability of
roles and
apprenticeshi
ps.
Opt. 2 would
do least for
services and
jobs. Both
other options
are pro
employment
and so would
help develop
Pewsey in its
strategic role.
Likely to
disperse dev.
leading to
less
sustainable
transport
Opt 2 would
slow
economy
unacceptably
.

Policies to
control design,
landscaping
and other
issues needed.

None

None

Sustainable
transport
policies.

Design and
other policies

7.15

Pewsey NDP New Policy 2A –Economy: Employment Sites: discussion of
significant effects envisaged.

7.16

Why options were adopted or rejected
Option 1: This option is a positive one for economic growth. However, it is not
considered to represent sustainable development since it would be likely to entail the
highest environmental burden. It could also impact negatively on the heritage,
character of the village and on amenity.
Option 2: This option would probably best protect the environment, but it would harm
the overall sustainability of the settlement, which needs employment development to
match housing growth. It would also undermine the local economy and the role
Pewsey plays as a service centre by making investment in positive growth less likely.
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Option 3: This option has the highest level of positive benefits and only one minor
negative in terms of increased strain on transport infrastructure that is likely. This is
felt to be a price worth paying given the considerable social and economic benefits of
a balanced yet positive employment policy. For example, micro businesses in the
village are likely to use village facilities and help knit the community together
through positive interaction.
7.17

Mitigation measures that would prevent, reduce or offset any adverse effects.
Negative impacts on the environment from development can, to a certain extent, be
mitigated through developer contributions towards (for example) the conservation of
heritage or biodiversity and by careful design. Similarly, investment in transport
infrastructure could mitigate some of the increased load likely to be placed on
existing roads and services. Residual negative environmental effects are felt to be
acceptable when weighed against economic and social development in a balanced
and controlled manner.

7.18

Policy Selected:
Based on the SA, compliance with the NPPF and WCS and findings from community
engagement, Option 3 was selected.
Pewsey NDP Policy 2 A:
The Economy: Employment
Sites

i. Development and expansion of appropriate
business uses on the following sites will be
supported:
• Fordbrook Business Centre
• Fordbrook Industrial Estate
• Salisbury Rd
ii. Mixed use developments are acceptable
subject to being acceptable in accordance with
other policies of the plan. (Developers must
demonstrate that they have considered live/work
and home office options for all housing
schemes).
iii. On all mixed use developments including
Marlborough Road (Policy B2), a trigger point of
50% minimum of business development is to be
completed before above ground construction
begins on residential development.
iv. Business use may be acceptable on windfall
sites and through conversion and adaptation of
existing buildings subject to being acceptable in
terms of other policies of the Neighbourhood
Plan.

7.19

Pewsey NDP New Policy 2B –Economy: Marlborough Road / Salisbury Road
Sites
The Kennet Local Plan and the draft emerging Core Strategy both refer to a potential
employment site (EMP – ED 1 and ED5) at Marlborough Road, to the north of the
station. The NDP welcomes employment development at this location but, aware of
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the likely pressures on land for housing, particularly when the economy upturns, it is
concerned to build in additional flexibility.
Policy 2B therefore permits mixed use development at the Marlborough Road site
and envisages a moderate, controlled expansion of the Salisbury Road site to
compensate for lost employment land at Marlborough Road. Expansion at Salisbury
Road must be appropriately landscaped and not result in significant harm to the
AONB or significantly increase the volume of traffic in the area. It must be acceptable
in terms of all other policies of this plan.
Options considered:
Option
1. Do not attempt to control balance of
employment and other development.

Reason for selection
To consider the impact of a policy of
unimpeded market forces

2. Retain Marlborough Road for 100%
employment use as envisaged in the
Kennet Local Plan and WCS.
3. Allocate Marlborough Road for mixed
development including housing and
employment while providing an
expansion of Salisbury Road site to
compensate for lost employment land.
Include policy wording (paras 7.16-7.18
NDP) to ensure that delivery of
employment land is not compromised
by the increased flexibility of the policy
4. Allocate Marlborough Road for mixed
development while providing an
expansion of Salisbury Road site
without including policy wording
identified in (3) above.

To consider carrying forward previous
Local Plan policy
To reflect the failure of the market to
respond to this location as an
employment site, and to consider
increasing the flexibility of the plan to
deliver both housing and employment but
including wording to guarantee delivery of
employment land / development in
advance of housing development.
To consider increasing the flexibility of the
plan to deliver both housing and
employment but without employment land
safeguards. This could boost
attractiveness of site for housing but there
is a risk that sufficient employment land
would not be delivered.

6.Historic Env.

7.Landscape

8.Population &
Housing

9.Community &
Health

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

-

+
+

++

4

-

-

0

0

0

0

-

+

+

13. Economy &
Enterprise

5.Climatic

0
0
0

12. Transport

4.Air quality

-

11.Service
Centre

3. Water &
flood risk

-

10.Education

2.Land & soil

1
2
3

Sustainable
Objectives

1. Biodiversity

Scoring of Options:

Options

7.20

-

++

+

+

+
+
+

++
+
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Justification of Scoring:

Significant
Effect?

Rev?

Spatial
Scale?

Perm?

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Biodiversity

No

MT

R

A

T

-

-

-

-

Land and Soil

No

MT

R

A

T

-

-

-

-

Water and
Flood Risk

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

0

No

MT

R

A

T

-

0

0

0

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

0

No

LT

I

A

P

0

0

0

0

Historic
Environment

Time

Air Quality

Significance

Climatic

S. A.
Objectives

Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of Effects

Justification /
Evidence

Mitigation?

All options are
likely to have an
impact on
biodiversity as
the land will be
developed.
All options are
likely to have an
impact as the
land will be used
for
development.

Policy should
minimise
impacts.

Policy aims to
minimise
greenfield land
use. Policy will
control pollution
and other
impacts.
Scale is modest Policy to control
and in area of
drainage and
low risk. Unlikely other issues
development
required.
would add
significantly to
risk.
All options might Policy can
have adverse
separate uses
effects
on site and from
population
receptors to
deal with this
issue
Overall effect is Mitigation
thought to be
measures
neutral from all
include
options.
energy
Emissions offset efficiency
by increased
measures,
sustainability of
zero/low carbon
Pewsey
and renewable
reducing need
energy.
to travel.
No significant
Policy to protect
effects from this heritage.
policy on
heritage
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Landscape

No

LT

I

A

P

-

-

-

-

All options could
have adverse
effects.

Population & Housing

No

MT

R

A

T

+

-

+

+

Community and Health

No

MT

R

A

T

-

-

++

+

Education

Policy
concerning
design and
landscaping.

No

MT

R

A

T

-

-

-

+

Employment
None
can aid housing
growth, but
Option 2 denies
housing a well
located site.
Option 1 might
encourage more
housing
development.
Options 1 and 2 None
might not deliver
the balance of
employment and
housing the
community
wishes to see.
Option 3 deliver
sites for both
well located for
access by
sustainable
transport.
Options 1 may
None
not deliver
enough
employment.
Option 2 has
failed to come
forward over
many years.
Only Option 4 is
likely to deliver
maximum
employment
land which will
help to retain
skills.
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Service Centre

Yes

MT

I

A

T

-

-

++

+

Transport

No

MT

R

A

T

-

-

++

+

Economy

Yes

MT

R

A

T

-

-

++

+

7.21

Option 1 unlikely
to deliver
enough
employment to
grow role as
service centre.
Option 2 unlikely
to come
forward. Option
3 most likely to
secure
employment to
back S/C role.
Option 1 least
likely to improve
selfcontainment.
Opt 2 unlikely to
come forward.
Other options
will improve selfcontainment.
Option 1
provides least
certainty and
least likely to
deliver
employment
needed. Opt 2
unlikely to be
delivered. Opt 3
and 4 likely to
improve
employment.

None

Policy to secure
developer
contributions to
improve
sustainable
transport
modes.

None

Pewsey NDP New Policy 2B –Economy: Marlborough Road / Salisbury Road:
discussion of significant effects envisaged.
The Marlborough Road site has already been screened for suitability via the Kennet
Local Plan and Wiltshire Core Strategy and it together with the Salisbury Road site
are considered in the SA above. However, in order to ensure that the inclusion of the
Salisbury Road site is sound in planning and sustainability terms, an additional report
was prepared by Patrick Wilson Architects with input from Wiltshire Council’s link
officer. This report forms part of this SA and is attached as Appendix 11. It concludes
that Expansion of the Salisbury Road site for the purposes of the proposed policy is
sound.

7.22

Why options were adopted or rejected
Option 1: This option is a generally negative one for economic growth because it is
considered likely that a laisser faire approach would result in employment land being
lost to housing development. It would probably result in delivery of more housing but
at the unacceptable cost of damaging the economic role of Pewsey and hence its
overall sustainability as a settlement.
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Option 2: This option would have negative economic effects, since the site has
remained undelivered for many years and the present owners are not interested in
employment use. The option also lacks flexibility and could potentially have a
negative effect on Pewsey’s ability to respond to market changes and deliver
sufficient housing.
Option 3: This option increases flexibility while requiring safeguards to ensure that
the delivery of employment land is not compromised. Paragraphs 7.16 – 7.19 of the
NDP (see below) require that a total quantum of employment land equivalent to that
required by the Core Strategy and as envisaged in the Wiltshire Workspace and
Employment Land Review 2011 is provided. Further, it also requires that a
minimum of 50% of employment development at Marlborough Road is provided
prior to above ground work on the residential element and that planning
permission is secured first for the expansion of Salisbury Road. This option seems
most likely to benefit the community via housing and employment.
This has strong, assured economic benefits while facilitating flexible delivery of
housing. By encouraging a flexible, balanced approach it is more likely to deliver a
sustainable mix of employment and housing with subsequent benefits in terms of
self-containment, overall sustainability for Pewsey as a service centre and
community health. Minor negative effects would be acceptable if impacts were
controlled through development management.
Option 4: This option increases flexibility and could make the Marlborough Road site
more attractive to developers since it is less restrictive. However the delivery of the
employment elements would be less secure. This could undermine the Core Strategy
and the over-riding aim of the NDP to achieve a balance between housing and
employment development in the interests of keeping the village economically active
and underpinning its self-containment and sustainability.
7.23

Mitigation measures that would prevent, reduce or offset any adverse effects.
The safeguard required by paragraphs 7.16 -7.19 of the NDP, as discussed above
and as shown below, would mitigate the risks to employment land delivery that could
come from a more flexible yet unrestricted policy (option 4). This formula (Option 3)
offers the best compromise between facilitating housing development through a
flexible use of land and ensuring that this does not in turn impact negatively on
delivery of the employment development required to underpin the overall
sustainability of Pewsey. This option also gives the community more control over
layout and details of the scheme.

7.24

Expansion at Salisbury road would offset any loss of employment land at
Marlborough Road. Potential negative impacts including land, landscape and
biodiversity of expanding Salisbury Road could be controlled by planning conditions
via application of element ii of this policy, other policies of the NDP and policies of the
WCS and NPPF.

7.25

Although detailed layout of the mixed use scheme at Marlborough Road is to be
determined via a Masterplan, the placing the employment development along the
railway line is felt to help mitigate noise impacts by separating and screening the
railway from housing.

7.26

Policy Selected:
Based on the SA, the failure of the market to take up the site for employment uses
over a long period of time, to ensure sufficient land to meet Core Strategy housing
requirements, to create a flexible and pro-development approach to development
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while ensuring a balance of land uses to underpin sustainability, Option 3 was
selected and the policy is given below.
Pewsey NDP Policy 2B:
The Economy: Marlborough Road
and Salisbury Road Sites

i. Mixed use development at the Marlborough
Road site will be permitted in accordance
with paragraphs 7.14 – 7.18 below.
ii. Expansion of the Salisbury Road site will
be permitted in accordance with paragraphs
7.18 and 7.19 below subject to not conflicting
with the other policies of this plan.

7.27

Justification
The Kennet Local Plan and the draft emerging Core Strategy both refer to an
employment site (EMP – ED 1 and ED5) at Marlborough Road, to the north of the
station. The NDP welcomes employment development at this location but, aware of
the likely pressures on land for housing, particularly when the economy upturns, it is
concerned to build in additional flexibility.

7.28

Policy 2B therefore permits mixed use development at the Marlborough Road site
and envisages an expansion of the Salisbury Road site to compensate for lost
employment land at Marlborough Road.

7.29

The Wiltshire Workspace and Employment Land Review 2011 concluded that 1.9ha
of employment land would be needed for Pewsey up until 2026. Land available at
Marlborough Road (1.66 ha) and for an extension to Salisbury Road (of up to 2 ha)
exceeds this requirement.

7.30

The Marlborough Road site would be suitable for housing in many respects, and is
well located next to sustainable transport modes, in particular the railway station.
While detailed layout must come forward through a Masterplan (see paragraph 7.17),
on this site a ribbon of B1 employment uses immediately adjacent to the railway line
would be acceptable. In total it at least 05.hectares of employment land should be
delivered on the site.

7.31

Because the development of the Marlborough Road site with a mixed use scheme
would be complex, it is a requirement of this plan that it be brought forward via a
Masterplan with community involvement. A minimum of 50% of employment
development must be completed prior to above ground works starting on the
residential aspect of any scheme.

7.32

In order to ensure the delivery of the employment land requirement identified in the
Wiltshire Core Strategy, development of the housing element of the Marlborough
Road site must not take place until planning permission for expansion at Salisbury
Road site amounting to at least an additional least 1.4 ha, is granted.

7.33

Development of the extension to Salisbury Road must be appropriately landscaped
and not result in significant harm to the AONB or significantly increase the volume of
traffic in the area. It must be acceptable in terms of all other policies of the NDP. For
an assessment of the suitability of the Salisbury Road site expansion see Appendix
10.

7.34

Pewsey NDP New Policy 3 –Economy: Service Centre Provision
Because of its location at the eastern end of Pewsey Vale the village of Pewsey has
been designated a Service Centre in the Core Strategy and as such provides both
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public, retail and professional services to the surrounding rural community. As a
working village and not a ‘dormitory’ it provides employment to many of its
inhabitants, schooling for the children (although not yet to sixth form level), medical
treatment, local police and fire and rescue services. It also has a mainline station with
trains to London and the South West.
7.35

The Wiltshire Council Campus Project is designed to concentrate and increase the
number of public services available on two sites in the village; one being the new
library the other the refurbished Leisure Centre, this project is due for completion
2014/15. (See Appendix 9)

7.36

Pewsey performs an important role in the local economy and community by providing
a focus for services from retail to banking, from medical to social. These facilities
contribute powerfully to the sustainability of the settlement, reducing the need to
travel. However, the interaction that results from them also helps to improve social
cohesion and improves quality of life. For these reasons, the policy of this plan is to
safeguard and where possible encourage expansion of such facilities.
Options considered:
Option
1. Impose no controls over service
related development or of loss of
service uses
2. Impose moderate controls over
service development but do not restrict
loss of services
3. Impose moderate controls over
service development and restrict loss of
service uses in the long term interests
of sustainability.

Reason for selection
To consider the impact of a policy of
unimpeded market forces
To consider the impact of a limited
development management policy
To consider the impact of a firm policy
in the interests of wider sustainability
issues and to reflect the wishes of the
Community expressed through
consultation.

5. Climatic

6. Historic Env

7. Landscape

8. Population &
Housing

9. Community &
Health

0
0
0

+
++

0
0

+
0
-

0
+

13. Economy &
Enterprise

4. Air quality
0
0
0

12. Transport

3. Water & flood
risk
0
0
0

11. Service
Centre

2. Land & soil
0
0
0

10. Education

1. Biodiversity
0
0
0

Options

Sustainable
Objectives

Scoring of Options:

1
2
3

0
0
0

-+

+
++

+
++
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Justification of Scoring:

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

0

0

No overall impacts
likely

None

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No overall impacts
likely as policy
governs change of
developed use not
land use per se.

None

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No overall impacts
likely as policy
governs change of
developed use not
land use per se.

None

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No overall impacts
likely as policy
governs change of
developed use not
land use per se.
No overall impacts
likely as policy
governs change of
developed use not
land use per se.
Option 1 could lead
to loss of historic
shop fronts and
diminish character of
centre. Option 3
most likely to retain
this.

None

Option 1 could
adversely affect
character of
townscape.

Design
policies –
e.g. village
design
statement.

Biodiversity

0

Land and
Soil

T

No

Water and Flood
Risk

A

No

Air Quality

R

No

Climatic

Spatial
Scale?
Perm?

Mitigation?

MT

No

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

MT

R

A

T

-

+

++

No

MT

R

A

T

-

0

0

Landscape

Justification /
Evidence

Rev?

Significant
Effect?

Significance

Historic
Environment
Yes

S. A. Objectives

Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of
Effects
Time

None

Design
policies –
e.g. village
design
statement.
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Population &
Housing

No

MT

R

A

T

+

0

-

Community
and Health

No

MT

R

A

T

-

0

+

Education

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Service
Centre

Ye
s

MT

R

A

T

-

--

+

Transport

No

MT

R

A

T

-

+

++

Economy

No

+

++

MT

R

A

T

-

Option 1 could make
more units available
for housing. Option 3
would reduce
possible supply from
this source – but
numbers small.
Option 1 could
reduce community
facilities – option 3
would tend to
preserve them.

Policies to
provide
sufficient
housing on
designated
site.

No impacts
expected though
some benefit in
retaining retail skills
base could result.
Option 1 likely to
result in loss of
services. Option 3
likely to preserve
sites for economic
recovery.
Option 1 might
increase
dependence on the
car. Option 3 would
retain services
accessible by
sustainable transport
means.
Option 1 likely to
result in loss of
services. Option 3
likely to preserve
sites for economic
recovery.

None

None

None

Sustainable
Transport
policies.

None

7.37

Pewsey NDP New Policy 3 – Service Centre Provision: discussion of significant
effects envisaged.

7.38

Why options were adopted or rejected
Option 1: This policy could lead to damage to heritage / townscape / character
interests, which are best safeguarded by keeping traditional shopfronts and requiring
high design quality within the conservation area. It could also lead to loss of retail
and other units to residential use. This would adversely affect sustainability since the
community needs a balance of services and housing to be sustainable and reduction
in services would lead to reliance on less sustainable transport modes. As housing
growth increases retail and other uses will become more viable so it is considered to
be essential to retain them.
Option 2: This policy would help protect heritage / character issues but would not
prevent loss of valued retail and other units.
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Option 3: This policy protects heritage / character interests AND safeguards retail
and other service units from conversion to housing. It therefore imposes controls that
are necessary to ensure the character, quality and long term self-containment and
sustainability of Pewsey.
7.39

Mitigation measures that would prevent, reduce or offset any adverse effects.
The availability of grant funding could reduce economic impacts of complying with the
heritage-related aspects of this policy; however this is unlikely to be forthcoming. In
practice the design and heritage-related costs imposed are moderate and investment
in good quality within the village core is considered to be a positive investment in the
economy of the village by ensuring that attractiveness for visitors and especially
tourists is retained.

7.40

It is true that the policy could result in some retail units remaining empty in the short
term. However viability will improve as housing growth occurs and footfall
calculations change. The policy of retaining a balance between services and
population is considered to be essential for the medium and long term sustainability
of Pewsey and crucial to its role as a service centre.

7.41

Policy Selected:
Based on the SA, the desire to retain economic vitality in the centre of the village and
to reflect the wishes of the community Option 3 was selected and the policy is given
below. This policy option also best takes forward the role of Service Centre as set
out in the Wiltshire Core Strategy.
Pewsey NDP Policy 3:
The Economy:
Service Centre
Provision

i. Development of services and community facilities that
enhance the role of Pewsey as a Service Centre would be
welcomed subject to being acceptable in terms of other
policies of the Development Plan.
ii. Conversion of residential properties for provision of
services, including retail will be permitted subject to being
acceptable in terms of other policies of the Development
Plan.
iii. Conversion of properties currently used as offices,
retail or employment uses to residential use will not
normally be permitted.

7.42

Pewsey NDP New Policy 4 –Tourism Development
Pewsey is in the centre of the North Wessex Area of Natural Beauty (AONB) and
possesses other positive characteristics which have the potential to attract visitors to
the area.

7.43

These attractions include the World Heritage sites of Stonehenge and Avebury, and
closer to the parish, the Vale itself, Savernake Forest, the Kennet and Avon Canal,
the White Horse and the river Avon. With these assets tourism should form a
significant part of the local economy and the plan should therefore positively support
and encourage more people to visit the village and surrounding area.

7.44

There is insufficient short-term accommodation in the area to provide for visitors and
more can be done to promote and advertise the tourist possibilities such as walking,
cycling, boating and visiting archaeological/architectural historic sites.
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The Pewsey economy already benefits from tourism; however there is the potential to
capture more of the potential market. This is partly to be achieved through
maintaining the heritage high quality natural environment that Pewsey benefits from,
but an expansion of suitable facilities and of overnight accommodation is also
desirable.
Options Considered:
Option
1. To have a policy that places no
restrictions on tourist development.

Reason for selection
To consider the impact of a policy of
unimpeded market forces in the interests
of maximising economic growth

2. To have a policy that imposes heavy
obligations on tourism development
3. To have a policy that positively
welcomes tourism development subject
to minimal controls necessary in
planning terms.

To consider the impact of a hardline
policy of development management
To consider the impact of a balanced but
generally pro-tourism policy that would be
supported by the community, and which
would have acceptable impacts on the
environment.

6. Historic Env

7. Landscape

8. Population &
Housing

9. Community
& Health

0
0
0

+
+

+
+

0
0
0

+
0
+

13. Economy &
Enterprise

5. Climatic

0
0
0

12. Transport

4. Air quality

0
0
0

11. Service
Centre

3. Water &
flood risk

0
0

10. Education

2. Land & soil

1. Biodiversity

Sustainable
Objectives

Scoring of Options:

+
0
+

+
+

++
+

Options

7.45

1
2
3

+
+

+
0
+
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Justification of Scoring:
Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of
Effects
Significant Effect?

Time

Rev?

Spatial
Scale?
Perm?

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

MT

R

A

T

-

+

+

Land and Soil

No

MT

R

A

T

-

0

0

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Air Quality

S. A. Objectives
Biodiversity

No

Water and Flood Risk

Significance

Justification /
Evidence

Mitigation?

Options 2 and 3
are controlled
tourism
development
which could bring
environmental
improvements.
Opt. 1 risks
environmental
damage.
Options 2 and 3
are controlled
tourism
development
which could bring
environmental
improvements.
Opt. 1 risks
environmental
damage.
Scale of
development
likely to be
modest. No direct
effects
anticipated.
Options 2 and 3
would allow more
control.

Core strategy
policies to
protect
interest.

Scale of
development
likely to be
modest. No direct
effects
anticipated.
Options 2 and 3
would allow more
control.

None

None

None
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Climatic

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Scale of
development
likely to be
modest. No direct
effects
anticipated.
Options 2 and 3
would allow more
control.

Historic Environment

No

LT

I

A

P

-

+

+

Heritage is a key
component of
local tourism.
Options 1 and 2
would provide
better control to
safeguard this
asset.

No

MT

R

A

T

-

+

+

Option 1 risks
landscape harm.
Options 2 and 3
would allow more
control.

Design and
landscape
policies.

Population &
Housing

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Scale of
development
likely to be
modest. No direct
effects
anticipated.

None

Community and
Health

No

MT

R

A

T

+

0

+

Option 1 might
allow more
facilities to be
created. Option 3
would do this but
with more control.

None

Education

No

MT

R

A

T

+

0

+

Option 1 might
allow more
facilities to be
created. Option 3
would do this but
with more control.
Either option
might improve
access to science
and history sites.

None

Landscape

No

Mitigation
measures
through energy
efficiency, use
of renewable
and low/zero
carbon energy
sources and
investment in
sustainable
solutions.
Design policies
– e.g. village
design
statement.
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Service Centre

No

MT

R

A

T

+

0

+

Transport

No

MT

R

A

T

-

+

+

Economy

Yes

MT

R

A

T

++

-

+

Option 1 might
allow more
facilities to be
created. Option 3
would do this but
with more control.
Either option
would improve
facilities and
enhance role as
centre.
Option 1 might
lead to
unsustainable
locations. S 2 and
3 provide
possibility of
securing transport
improvements.
Option 1 might
lead to the most
growth. However,
option 3 will allow
growth that is
more sustainable.

None

Transport and
other policies.

Transport and
other policies.

7.46

Pewsey NDP New Policy 4 – Economy: Tourism Development: discussion of
significant effects envisaged.

7.47

Why options were adopted or rejected
Option 1: This could provide some economic and other benefits but at too high a
price. It would probably harm the very resource on which tourisms long
term survival depends – cultural and environmental quality.
Option 2: This would benefit environmental and cultural objectives but, because it
would discourage investment, at too high an economic price.
Option 3: Has overall more positive impacts and fewer negative ones. The policy
makes it clear that tourism development is welcome and that it would be
considered favourably if possible in line with other policies of the plan. In
particular the policy is intended to demonstrate that tourism development is
preferred over and above other more environmentally damaging and
socially less beneficial alternatives.

7.48

Mitigation measures that would prevent reduce or offset any adverse effects.
The planning policies of the NDP will help mitigate negative impacts from tourism
development. Some negative impact on transport is likely and developer
contributions may be needed to help deal with this.

7.49

Policy Selected:
Based on the SA and to create a positive policy to encourage tourism (a major
employer) while balancing this with the environmental protection demanded by the
community, Option 3 was selected and the policy is given below.
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Pewsey NDP Policy 4.
The Economy: Tourism
Development

Pewsey NDP New Policy 5 – Natural Environment
The rich and diverse natural environment of Pewsey, including flora and fauna,
landscape and human recreational space, which together forms the rural setting of
the village, is highly prized by the community and this has been reinforced by
consultation responses. Some elements of this are protected under formal
designations. The community wants to see a balance maintained between necessary
human activity and the natural environment, especially habitat. To this end
developers will be expected to minimise damage and maximise opportunities for
enhancing habitat. The policy indicates priority areas, but these are not an exclusive
or exhaustive list.
Options considered:
Option

Reason for selection

1. Do not add local detail to Core
Strategy Requirements

To consider the impact of a no detailed
local policy.

2. Add Policy requiring substantial
investment in Green Infrastructure and
Nature Conservation measures.
3. Add policy requiring moderate
contribution from developers, but
targeted at prioritising local needs

To consider the impact of a very
ambitious policy of prioritising nature
conservation.
To consider the impact of a balanced
policy focussing attention on local priority
projects that would achieve environmental
objectives without undermining
investment in the local economy.

7. Landscape

0
0
0

+
+

0
+
+

0
0

13. Economy &
Enterprise

6. Historic
Environment

+
+

12. Transport

5. Climatic

+
+

11. Service
Centre

4. Air quality

0
+
0

10. Education

3. Water &
flood risk

0
+
+

9. Community
& Health

2. Land & soil

++
+

8. Population &
Housing

1. Biodiversity

Sustainable
Objectives

Scoring of Options:

Options

7.50

i. Proposals for sustainable tourism
development will be supported, providing
there is no conflict with other policies of the
Development Plan.

1
2
3

0
0
0

+
+

0
0
0

+
-0
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Justification of Scoring:

Spatial
Scale?

Perm?

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Rev?

++

+

Yes

-

Biodiversity

T

R

Land and Soil

Significant
Effect?
Time

Significance

A

MT

No

MT

R

A

Water and Flood Risk

S. A.
Objectives

Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of
Effects

No

MT

R

A

T

0

++

+

T

0

+

0

Justification /
Evidence

Mitigation?

Option 1 would
provide less
certainty to
developers.
Options 2 and 3
better carry
forward the
wishes of the
community.
Option 3 is the
most
economically
viable and
realistic.
Options 2 and 3
are likely to
result in more
environmentally
aware
development of
land and
improve the
overall
sustainability of
the
environment..
Significant
investment
could help
reduce
likelihood of
flooding and
reduce water
use. However
this is not a local
priority.

None

None

Water use and
drainage
policies.
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Air Quality

MT

R

A

T

-

+

+

Climatic

No

LT

R

B

T

-

+

+

No

MT

R

A

T

0

+

+

No

MT

R

A

T

-

+

+

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No

MT

R

A

T

-

++

+

Community and
Health

Population
& Housing

Landscape

Historic
Env.

No

Option 1 would
provide less
certainty to
developers.
Options 2 and 3
would be more
likely to result in
necessary local
improvements
although effect
on air quality
would be small.
Overall effects
likely to be small
as this policy
governs local
detail rather
than overall
policy.
Nevertheless
more investment
in GI could have
a positive effect
on mitigation of
climate change.
Policies 2 and 3
could have a
positive effect
on the setting of
heritage assets.
Policies 2 and 3
could have a
positive effect
on local
landscape
through more
planting etc..
No effects
envisaged.

None

Investment in GI
likely to improve
sustainable
transport modes
and also to
enhance wellbeing and visual
amenity.

None

Sustainable
design
policies.

Design policies
such as VDS.

None

None
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Education

No

MT

R

A

T

0

+

+

Service Centre

No

MT

R

A

T

0

-

+

Transport

No

MT

R

A

T

0

++

+

Economy

Yes

MT

R

A

T

0

-

+

Investment via
options 2 and 3
would help
strengthen local
environment as
a resource for
science
education.
Option 3 would
help improve
attractiveness to
investors though
enhancement.
Costs of option
2 might act as
disincentive.
Investment in GI
likely to improve
sustainable
transport modes
locally.
Option 3 would
help improve
attractiveness to
investors though
enhancement.
Costs of option
2 might act as
disincentive.

None

None

None

None

7.51

Pewsey NDP New Policy 5 – Natural Environment: discussion of significant
effects envisaged.

7.52

Why options were adopted or rejected
Option 1: Provides least guidance to developers and does not highlight local needs
and priorities or take forward community wishes.
Option 2: Maximum benefit to nature but at an unacceptable price in terms of
discouraging investment through disproportionate additional costs.
Option 3: Gives clear local guidance and prioritisiation, adding useful detail to Core
Strategy policy, at acceptable cost.

7.53

Mitigation measures that would prevent reduce or offset any adverse effects.
Grants to reduce costs to developers or to assist the local community in conserving
nature would assist but are unlikely to be forthcoming. The best option seems to be
a policy requiring developers to pay heed to this issue and incorporate it in their
plans.

7.54

Policy Selected: Based on the SA, need to reflect the generally pro-development
stance of the NPPF and to strike a balance between the wishes of the community for
local environmental enhancement with the need to preserve jobs, encourage
investment AND to provide more certainty and guidance to developers, Option 3 was
selected and the policy is given below.
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Pewsey NDP Policy 5.
The Natural Environment

1. Where appropriate, development should
seek to maintain and if possible enhance
wildlife habitat through suitable landscaping
and green infrastructure. This may involve offsite and on-site works. Local Priorities include
improvement works to The Scotchel, The
Grove and The River Avon, such as:




New southern boundary to fence the
Scotchel.
Resurfacing the Scotchel footpath.
Clearing and rebuilding banks of the
River Avon a where it passes through
the village.

2. Proposals for enhancement of landscape
and nature, by incorporating features at the
design stage, will be considered favourably.
Specific priorities in Pewsey include :










7.55

River Avon including the head waters.
Jones’s Mill (SSSI)
The Scotchel
All Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs)
The Kennet and Avon Canal
The Rectory Grove
The two Allotment sites
The Sports fields
Pewsey Hill and the White Horse
Martinsell Hill and its Bronze Age fort.

Pewsey NDP New Policy 6 – Housing Strategy and Sites
The following section is broken into two parts. The first looks at the strategy or
overall approach to housing, and appraises this while the second appraises the
sites given in Appendices 1 and 2. The policy should be read closely with Policy
2B, as the site at Marlborough Road is proposed as a mixed use site with both
employment and housing elements.

7.56

The plan takes a positive but controlled approach to housing development. The
community welcomes appropriate levels of growth and accepts those set out in
the Wiltshire Core Strategy. The plan also accepts that Pewsey, as a Service
Centre, should expect to take a substantial part of this growth identified for
Pewsey Community Area, so that development is focussed on the Service
Centre.

7.57

The community has identified sufficient sites to more than meet the levels set out
in the Wiltshire Core Strategy, and with the exception of Marlborough Road,
these are appraised in part 2 below.

7.58

The community seeks to focus growth on sites acceptable to the community
and to direct growth in the first instance to brownfield sites within the village
boundary. The community also wishes to ensure that the local community
benefits from such development as takes place, in terms of type of housing
produced and the infrastructure provided with it. There is a desire to balance
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housing growth with employment opportunities to improve self-containment and
reduce the need to travel for work.
Part 1. Overall Housing Strategy - Options considered:
Option
1. To take each application on its merits
and indicate no sites, nor indicate
quantum

Reason for selection
To allow market forces to determine local
detail including affordable housing policy
based on core strategy policy

2. To indicate sites that have
community support and are likely to be
approved in a referendum on the plan.

To consider the impact of locally planned
growth to satisfy the housing needs of the
Wiltshire Core Strategy while taking
forward community wishes and making
best use of land. To add detail and
certainty to the development plan.

4. Air quality

5. Climatic

6. Historic Env

7. Landscape

8. Population &
Housing

9. Community
& Health

10. Education

11. Service
Centre

-

-

0

0

-

-

-

+

-

0

+

-

+

2

-

+

0

0

-

0

0

++

+

0

+

++

++

13. Economy &
Enterprise

2. Land & soil
Options
3. Water &
flood risk

1

12. Transport

1. Biodiversity

Part 1: Overall Housing Strategy - Scoring of Options:

Sustainable
Objectives

7.59
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Option 1

Option 2
-

Land and Soil

No

LT

I

A

P

-

+

Water and
Flood Risk

No

LT

R

A

P

0

0

Air Quality

No

LT

R

A

P

0

0

Climatic

No

LT

R

A

P

-

-

No

LT

I

A

P

-

0

Both options will
have impact.

Core
Strategy and
NDP policy

Option 2 features
only brownfield
sites and
minimises
greenfield use.
Option 1 could
result in more
greenfield
development.
No significant
flood risk present.
Development
should have no
significant impact
itself if SUDS etc
used.
Scale of
development
likely should not
create major
problems.

None

Option 3

Spatial
Scale?
Perm?

-

N/A

Rev?

P

N/A

Time

A

N/A

Sig. Effect?

I

Mitigation?

All development
likely to have
some impact.

N/A

S. A.
Objectives
Biodiversity

LT

Historic
Environment

Significance

No

Justification /
Evidence

N/A

Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of
Effects

N/A

Part 1: Overall Housing Strategy - Justification of Scoring:

Risk that option 1
could lay heritage
of village open to
risk of harm.
Option 2 steers
development to
less sensitive
sites.

SUD and
sustainable
construction
policies.

Masterplan to
control mixed
use site to
avoid
pollution
issues.
Policies to
promote
sustainable
construction
and
renewables.
Sensitive
design
according to
principles of
VDS
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0

Population & Housing

Yes

LT

I

A

P

+

++

Community
and Health

No

LT

I

A

P

-

+

Education

No

LT

R

A

P

0

0

Yes

LT

I

A

P

+

+

N/A

-

N/A

T

N/A

A

N/A

R

N/A

Landscape

MT

Service Centre

No

Option 2 steers
development
inside boundary
on sites where
impact on wider
landscape is
acceptable.
Option 1 risks
development in
more sensitive
parts of the
AONB.
Both options
likely to produce
housing. However
Option 2 provides
certainty as the
sites are
supported by the
community
making delivery
more likely.
Option 2 is
approved by the
community which
will increase their
acceptance of the
development.
Both options
likely to have an
neutral impact
given that
financial
contributions
would be required
in either case.
Both options are
likely to favour
growth which will
lead improve
viability of
businesses and
facilities.

Landscaping
and design
policies.
(Landscaping
impact
temporary as
time needed
for
landscaping
to mitigate).

None

None

Section 106
contributions
or CIL to fund
resource.

None
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MT

R

A

T

-

++

Economy

Yes

LT

R

A

T

+

++

Option 1 risks
unsustainable
locations. Option
2 places
development in
locations where
sustainable
transport (e.g. the
railway) is close
at hand. Delivery
more likely as
supported by
community.
N Both options will
/A assist the local
economy,
although due to
external
economic factors
impossible to
predict LT.
Option 2 is more
likely to do this as
it has local
support, assisting
delivery.
N/A

Transport

Yes

Sustainable
transport
improvement
s produced
by Policy 9 of
the NDP and
as a result of
development.
Mitigation
would occur
in MT

None

7.60

Pewsey NDP New Policy 6 – Housing Strategy: discussion of significant
effects envisaged.

7.61

Part 1. Overall Housing Strategy - Why options were adopted or rejected
Option 1: This option might provide the best option for economic growth but negative
impacts would be unacceptable, especially in terms of biodiversity, sense of
community and transport.
Option 2: This option guides development into the least damaging locations and
gives developers the advantage of certainty in knowing that they have
community support. Overall effect on economy is still likely to be positive.

7.62

Mitigation measures that would prevent reduce or offset any adverse effects.
Mitigation of development impacts is possible through planning conditions, but the
options considered both assume that these have been implemented before the
assessment is made.

7.63

Policy Selected: Based on the SA, the wishes of the community and the need to
satisfy the Wiltshire Core Strategy’s housing requirements, Option 2 was selected
and the policy is given at the end of this (Housing) section.

7.64

Part 2. Housing Sites - The Old Hospital Site Phase III (9 units)
Option
1. Do not allocate site but
allow market to bring forward
other sites outside village
boundary.

Reason for selection
To consider permitting development on
greenfield sites in the AONB
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2. Allocate the remaining part
of this part-completed
development.

To allocate the selected site within the village
boundary on brownfield land.

5. Climatic

6. Historic Env

7. Landscape

8. Population &
Housing

9. Community
& Health

0
0

0
0

-0

+
++

-+

13. Economy &
Enterprise

4. Air quality
0
0

12. Transport

3. Water &
flood risk
0
0

11. Service
Centre

2. Land & soil
+

10. Education

1. Biodiversity
-

Options

Sustainable
Objectives

Part 2: Housing Sites - The Old Hospital Site Phase III -Scoring of Options:

1
2

0
0

+
++

0
0

+
++

Part 2: Housing Sites - The Old Hospital Site Phase III - Justification of
Scoring:

S. A.
Objectives

Significant
Effect?

Time

Rev?

Spatial
Scale?
Perm?

Option 1

Option 2

Biodiversity

Mitigation?

No

MT

R

A

T

-

-

Both options will
have impact.

On or offsite
habitat
mitigation

Land and
Soil

Justification / Evidence

No

LT

I

A

P

-

+

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

Option 2 recycles
brownfield land.
Option 1 would
result in more
greenfield
development.
No significant
flood risk present.
Development
should have no
significant impact
itself if SUDS etc
used.

None

Water and
Flood Risk

Assessment of
Effects

SUD and
sustainable
construction
policies.
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Air Quality

0

Climatic

0

No

LT

R

B

T

0

0

Historic
Environment

T

No

LT

R

A

T

0

0

Landscape

A

Yes

LT

I

A

I

--

0

Population & Housing

R

Yes

MT

R

A

R

+

++

Community and
Health

MT

Yes

MT

I

A

I

--

+

Education

No

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

Scale of
development
likely should not
create major
problems.
All development
likely to have
some impact but
not significant
due to scale.
Option 1 places
dev. Away from
heritage. Option 2
allows townscape
to be improved
through good
design.
Option 2 steers
development
inside boundary
on a site where
impact on wider
landscape is
acceptable.
Option 1 risks
development in
the AONB.
Both options
likely to produce
housing. However
Option 2 provides
certainty as the
sites are
supported by the
community
making delivery
more likely.
Option 2 is
approved by the
community which
will increase their
acceptance of the
development.
Option 1 is
opposed.
Both options
likely to have a
neutral impact
given that
financial
contributions
would be required
in either case.

Masterplan to
control mixed
use site to
avoid pollution
issues.
Policies to
promote
sustainable
construction and
renewables.

Sensitive
design
according to
principles of
VDS

Landscaping
and design
policies.
(Landscaping
impact
temporary as
time needed
for
landscaping to
mitigate).
None

None

Section 106
contributions
or CIL to fund
resource.
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7.65

Service Centre

No

MT

R

A

T

+

++

Transport

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

Economy

No

MT

R

A

T

+

++

Both options are
likely to favour
growth which will
lead improve
viability of
businesses and
facilities. Delivery
of Option 2
supported so
delivery more
certain.
Both options
likely to have
some effect but
scale mall.

Both options will
assist the local
economy,
although due to
external
economic factors
impossible to
predict LT.
Option 2 is more
likely to do this as
it has local
support, assisting
delivery.

None

Sustainable
transport
improvements
produced by
Policy 9 of the
NDP and as a
result of
development.
None

2. Housing Sites – The Old Hospital Site Phase III (9 units)
Option 1: This option is not supported by the community and would be unacceptable,
especially in terms of biodiversity and landscape.
Option 2: This option guides development into the least damaging location,
completes development of a brownfield site and gives developers the advantage of
certainty in knowing that they have community support. Delivery is more
certain, with benefits for housing, service centre and economy.

7.66

Mitigation measures that would prevent reduce or offset any adverse effects.
Mitigation of development impacts is possible through planning conditions as
indicated.

7.67

Policy Selected: Based on the SA, the wishes of the community and the need to
satisfy the Wiltshire Core Strategy’s housing requirements, Option 2 was selected
and the policy is given at the end of this section.
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Part 2. Housing Sites - Former Police Station Site (12)
Option
1. Do not allocate site but allow market
to bring forward other sites outside
village boundary.
2. To ensure development of a central
soon-to-be redundant site in the village
for mixed uses (mainly housing)

Reason for selection
To consider development on greenfield
sites in the AONB
To allocate the selected site within the
village boundary on brownfield land
avoiding a vacant plot and maintaining
vitality of the centre.

3. Water &
flood risk

4. Air quality

5. Climatic

6. Historic Env

7. Landscape

8. Population
& Housing

9. Community
& Health

10. Education

11. Service
Centre

12. Transport

13. Economy &
Enterprise

1

-

-

0

0

0

0

--

+

--

0

+

0

+

2

0

+

0

-

0

+

0

++

+

0

++

+

++

Options

1. Biodiversity

2. Land & soil

Sustainable
Objectives

Part 2. Housing Sites – Former Police Station Site -Scoring of Options:

S. A. Objectives

Significant Effect?

Assessment of
Effects
Ti
me
Rev?

Spatial
Scale?

Perm?

Option 1

Option 2

Biodiversity

Part 2. Housing Sites – Former Police Station Site Justification of Scoring:

No

MT

R

A

T

-

0

Options 2 will
have less
impact as less
biodiversity
present on site.

Core
Strategy and
NDP policy

Land and Soil

7.68

Justification / Evidence

Mitigation?

No

LT

I

A

P

-

+

Option 2
features only
brownfield sites
and minimises
greenfield use.
Option 1 could
result in more
greenfield
development.

None
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Water and Flood
Risk

MT

R

A

T

0

0

Air Quality

No

MT

R

A

T

0

-

No

LT

R

B

T

0

0

All development
likely to have
some impact but
scale small.

Historic Environment

No

LT

R

A

T

0

+

Landscape

Yes

LT

I

A

I

--

o

Population & Housing

Yes

MT

R

A

R

+

++

Option 1 steers
development
away from
heritage. Option
2 provides
possibility for
townscape
enhancement
enabled by
other policies.
Option 2 steers
development
inside boundary
on sites where
impact on wider
landscape is
acceptable.
Option 1 risks
development in
more sensitive
parts of the
AONB.
Both options
likely to produce
housing.
However Option
2 provides
certainty as the
sites are
supported by
the community
making delivery
more likely.

Climatic

No

No significant
flood risk
present.
Development
should have no
significant
impact itself if
SUDS etc used.
Option 2 could
increase traffic
in village centre.

SUD and
sustainable
construction
policies.

Masterplan to
control mixed
use site to
avoid
pollution
issues.
Policies to
promote
sustainable
construction
and
renewables.
Sensitive
design
according to
principles of
VDS

Landscaping
and design
policies.
(Landscaping
impact
temporary as
time needed
for
landscaping
to mitigate).

None
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Community and Health

Yes

MT

I

Education

No

MT

R

Service Centre

Yes

MT

Transport

No

MT

A

I

--

+

A

T

0

0

R

A

T

+

++

R

A

T

0

+

Option 2 is
approved by the
community
which will
increase their
acceptance of
the
development.
Option 1 ignores
wishes of
community and
would fail
referendum.
Both options
likely to have a
neutral impact
given that
financial
contributions
would be
required in
either case.
Both options are
likely to favour
growth which
will lead improve
viability of
businesses and
facilities. Option
2 places growth
at heart of
village.
Option 1 risks
unsustainable
locations.
Option 2 places
development in
locations where
sustainable
transport (e.g.
the railway) is
closer at hand.
Delivery more
likely as
supported by
community.

None

Section 106
contributions
or CIL to fund
resource.

None

Sustainable
transport
improvement
s produced
by Policy 9 of
the NDP and
as a result of
development.
Mitigation
would occur
in MT
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Economy
7.69

Yes

MT

R

A

T

+

++

Both options will
assist the local
economy,
although due to
external
economic
factors
impossible to
predict LT.
Option 2 is more
likely to do this
as it has local
support,
assisting
delivery.

None

Part 2. Housing Sites - Former Police Station Site - why options were adopted
or rejected
Option 1: This option is not supported by the community and would be unacceptable,
especially in terms of biodiversity and landscape.
Option 2: This option guides development into the least damaging locations and
gives developers the advantage of certainty in knowing that they have
community support. Development would also help regenerate the core of
the village, providing housing and limited retail or employment development,
benefitting the economy and role of village as service centre. The location would
maximise potential to enhance use of sustainable transport modes.

7.70

Mitigation measures that would prevent reduce or offset any adverse effects.
Mitigation of development impacts is possible through planning conditions as
indicated.

7.71

Policy Selected (Parts 1 and 2): Based on the SA, the wishes of the community and
the need to satisfy the Wiltshire Core Strategy’s housing requirements, Option 2 was
selected.
The policy describing all aspects of the NDP’s housing policy is given here and is
expanded upon in Appendices 1 and 2:
Pewsey NDP Policy 6
Housing Strategy and Sites

i. New housing development is acceptable
in principle on the sites mentioned above
and indicated in Appendices 1 & 2).
(Numbers in brackets indicate the
maximum anticipated on those sites).
ii. A contribution will be required towards
the provision of affordable housing in line
with Core Strategy Policy.
iii. The allocation of Affordable Housing will
be based on Wiltshire Council’s policy in
which due priority is given to those with
local connections.
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7.72

NDP New Policy 7 – Transport
Pewsey is in the centre of a rural area where the car is often the most practical
means of transport, although a bus service exists and the railway station is also
much used. There is a regular bus service to larger towns in the immediate vicinity
such as Salisbury, Swindon and Marlborough plus an ‘on demand’ service to other
small communities in the Vale.

7.73

Pewsey is on the A354 which runs through the village north to south and is not a
designated freight route. There are many minor roads which act as links to the
surrounding villages. None of these roads are designed for heavy vehicles which
cause a significant amount of damage to the surfaces, corners and shoulders.

7.74

Parking in the village is free, with the exception of the expensive station car park; not
charging is a deliberate policy of the Parish Council to support the local economy by
encouraging visitors and the use of local shops. It is important in this rural community
that any development has sufficient car parking provided so that the on-street
resource remains available for visitors.

7.75

Pewsey has a mainline station on the London to Penzance line with a running time to
London of approximately an hour. This is an important attraction for those living in
and around Pewsey but who work further away and improves the sustainability of the
settlement, especially with a view to attracting future visitors for tourism. Commuters
add much to the socio/economic activity in the village. It is essential that the current
number of trains stopping at Pewsey which provide a direct service to London do not
decrease. The station provides expensive car parking facilities and a cheaper
alternative would be welcomed by daily commuters. There is a need for a safe
pedestrian crossing of the A345 to the station access.

7.76

There are some transport infrastructures requirements within the village and
surrounding roads have limited capacity to absorb more traffic. The policy aims to
provide growth with infrastructure improvements in the interests of delivering
sustainable development in Pewsey.
Options considered:
Option
1. To take each application on its merits
and add no local transport policy
requirements.

Reason for selection
To consider the impact of a policy of
unimpeded market forces limited only
by the Core Strategy and NPPF.

2. To require substantial investment in
transport and especially the local roads
infrastructure. To improve parking at
the Train Station.
3. To implement a balanced policy,
indicating local priorities for investment
yet not imposing an excessive burden
on development. To improve parking at
the Train Station.

To consider the impact of a policy
aimed at delivering ideal levels of
sustainable transport locally.

4. To implement Policy 3 but with
higher parking requirements at new
developments to keep village centre
parking available in the interests of the

To consider the impact of a balanced
policy giving certainty to developers
while delivering targeted local
improvements to sustainable transport
at reasonable cost. To maintain policy
on minimal parking at new development
to encourage sustainable mode use.
To consider a balanced policy requiring
sustainable development – as option 3
above - but to require higher levels of
parking at development sufficient to
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4. Air quality
5. Climatic
6. Historic Env
7. Landscape
8. Population &
Housing
9. Community
& Health
10. Education
11. Service
Centre

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
+
+
++
+
0
0
0
0
0
++
+
0
+
0
0
++
+
+
0
0
0
0
+
++
++
-++
+
+

13. Economy &
Enterprise

12. Transport

3. Water &
flood risk

Sustainable
Objectives

2. Land & soil

1
2
3
4
1. Biodiversity

Options

local economy and viability of the
centre. To improve parking at the Train
Station.
avoid impacts on on-road parking in the
village centre.

Scoring of Options:

+
++
++
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Justification of Scoring:

Time

Rev?

Spatial
Scale?

Perm?

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

-

Minimal direct
effects
expected. Opt
4 would use
more land.

Biodiversity
enhancement
via other
policy.

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

-

None.

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

0

No direct
effects
expected. Opt
4 would use
more land.
No direct
effects
expected.

Yes

MT

R

A

T

-

++

+

+

Option 1 would
result in more
reliance on
motor
transport.
Options 2 and
3 would
reduce this by
providing
alternatives.
Opt. 4 might
improve
qualityparking more
dispersed.

Encourage
sustainable
transport
modes
including
through CIL
or developer
S106contribu
tion

Biodiversity

Significant
Effect?

Mitigation?

Land and
Soil

Justification /
Evidence

Water and
Flood Risk

Significance

Air Quality

S. A.
Objectives

Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of
Effects

None
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Climatic

Yes

MT

R

A

T

-

++

+

-

Historic
Environment

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

0

Landscape

Yes

MT

R

A

T

0

++

+

0

Population & Housing

No

MT

R

A

T

+

-

0

0

Community and Health

Yes

MT

R

A

T

-

++

+

+

Option1 would
probably result
in higher
carbon
emissions from
transport.
Other options
would reduce
this by
providing
alternatives.
Op. 4 would
not help
reduce
reliance on car
as well as 2
and 3.
No direct
impacts

Encourage
sustainable
transport
modes
including
through CIL
or developer
S106contribu
tion

Better
enjoyment of
landscape
possible by
improving
footpaths.
Option 1 would
impose least
cost and
improve
viability.
Option2 might
harm viability
and impact on
housing
delivery.
Both options 2
and 3 would
encourage
exercise and
improve social
interaction by
providing
means
improving
footpaths. Opt.
4 facilitates
interaction in
centre.

None

None

None

Encourage
sustainable
transport
modes
including
through CIL
or developer
S106contribu
tion
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Education

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

0

Service Centre

Yes

MT

R

A

T

+

-

+

++

Transport

Yes

MT

R

A

T

--

++

+

+

Economy

Yes

MT

R

A

T

+

-

+

++

No direct
effects

None

Option 1
imposes least
cost on
investment.
Opt. 2 could
deter
investment.
Opt. 3 would
improve
access to
facilities,
raising use.
Opt 4 supports
trade
Opt. 1 = less
investment in
sust. transport.
Opt. 2
maximises
S.transport but
at high cost.
Opt. 3 = OK
levels of S.
transport
investment but
= parking
problems. Opt
4 facilitates
centre parking.
Opt. 1 imposes
least cost and
encourages
investment.
Opt. 2 deters
investment.
Opt. 3 is
acceptable
cost but would
improve
access to
facilities and
shops Option 4
would reduce
impact of new
dev. keeping
centre parking
clear.

Encourage
sustainable
transport
modes
including
through CIL
or developer
S106contribu
tion

Encourage
sustainable
transport
modes
including
through CIL
or developer
S106contribu
tion

Encourage
sustainable
transport
modes
including
through CIL
or developer
S106contribu
tion
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7.77

Pewsey NDP New Policy 7 – Transport: discussion of significant effects
envisaged.

7.78

Why options were adopted or rejected
Option 1: This option would not adequately address real transport issues and would
be less sustainable in terms of negative impacts
Option 2: This option would benefit transport interests (and indeed is the best means
of tackling some major issues) and could have health and landscape benefit too. But
cost would be unacceptable to developers and hence to investment in Pewsey.
Option 3: This option targets intervention selectively, balancing the needs of the
environment with the economy by keeping development costs down. This policy
addresses local needs and issues. Parking is restricted at new developments to
encourage use of sustainable transport modes.
Certainty is given to developers and local detail is added to the decision making
framework composed on the NPPF and the Wiltshire Core Strategy.
Option 4: This option maintains the balance between the investment in sustainable
transport required of developers and economic viability of Option 3.
However, the aim of encouraging use of sustainable transport modes by restricting
parking (as is the norm in Core Strategy policy) at new developments is deliberately
abandoned in this option due to the specific circumstances of Pewsey. This is
because the community believes that maintaining the viability and vitality of the
centre is overriding. This is the engine that will drive all other improvements,
including environmental ones. Free parking is central to viability of High
Street and other local shops in particular and this must not be compromised by
parking from future development spilling out onto the free parking in Pewsey
centre.
Certainty is given to developers and local detail is added to the decision making
framework composed on the NPPF and the Wiltshire Core Strategy.

7.79

Mitigation measures that would prevent reduce or offset any adverse effects.
Grant funding could reduce costs to developers and achieve the investment
necessary to tackle major transport issues. However this is unlikely to be
forthcoming. Carbon absorption through compensatory planting could offset some
carbon impacts of any policy option, however lack of funding makes this unlikely. The
plan accepts that some negative impacts from transport in a rural location are
inevitable; however encouragement is given to alternative modes, and especially the
train station.

7.80

Policy Selected: Based on the SA, to reflect the responses of local consultation, to
ensure sustainable transport, and to add detail and certainty to Core Strategy policy,
Option 4 was selected and the policy is given below:
Pewsey NDP Policy 7
Transport

i. New development must not adversely
impact on existing free parking facilities in
the village centre and will provide adequate
off road parking at or near the development.
This may be higher than minimum Core
Strategy requirements due to local
circumstances.
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ii. New development should help reduce
dependence on the car by encouraging or
enabling use of sustainable modes.
iii. Developer contributions will be sought to
provide new and or improved transport
related infrastructure.
iv. The current direct train service to London
will be supported.
v. Safe access to the Train Station and
improved parking will be sought.
7.81

Pewsey NDP New Policy 8 – Heritage
Pewsey’s attractiveness for both local people and tourism depends to a significant
degree on the quality of the townscape and the character of traditional local building
styles, including local materials. Its Listed Buildings and the Conservation Area are
considered to be local assets of great importance to the community.

7.82

During the last three decades significant damage to the character has occurred,
mainly due to insensitive piecemeal changes such as loss of historic detail in terms of
finials, mouldings and cast iron guttering, replacement of traditional windows and
doors with PVC, loss of traditional roof covering materials, installation of crude
modern porches, loss of chimneys, installation of satellite dishes and loss of and
damage to boundary walls in brick and stone.

7.83

This gradual degradation has led to the Conservation Area being declared to be ‘At
Risk’ by English Heritage. The purpose of this policy is to reverse this trend, improve
the quality of the conservation area and protect listed buildings and their settings,
thereby helping to underpin future economic prosperity as well as visual amenity and
sense of place. To this end new development will need to be of a higher than normal
standard in terms of design, blending harmoniously with neighbours and using quality
local and traditional materials where appropriate.
Options considered:
Option
1. Have no policy imposing additional
controls on heritage

Reason for selection
To consider the impact of a policy of
unimpeded market forces

2. Have a policy imposing strong
controls including Article 4 directions
and to consider spot listing.
3. Have a moderate policy that requires
developers to offer higher than normal
standards of design and material
selection in accordance with the local
detail provided by the VDS and CCA.

To consider the impact of a hardline
policy of development management
To consider the impact of a firm policy
that helps reverse decline but which is
nevertheless reasonable in financial
terms and is responsive to the individual
circumstances of each application.
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Option 3

Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of Effects

Significant Effect?

S. A. Objectives

Option 2

Biodiversity

Option 1

Land
and Soil

Perm?

Water and
Flood Risk

Spatial
Scale?

Air
Quality

Ti
me
Rev?

Climatic

15. Air quality
16. Climatic
17. Historic Env
18. Landscape
19. Population &
Housing
20. Community
& Health

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-++
+
+
+
0
0
0
0
0
0

Significance

12. Transport
13. Economy &
Enterprise

0
0
0

22. Service
Centre

21. Education

14. Water &
flood risk

Sustainable
Objectives

13. Land & soil

Options

12. Biodiversity

1
2
3
0
++
0
0
0
0
+

Justification of Scoring:

Justification /
Evidence
Mitigation?

No
MT
R
A
T
0
0
0
No impacts
expected.
None

No
MT
R
A
T
0
0
0
No impacts
expected.
None

No
MT
R
A
T
0
0
0
No impacts
expected.
None

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No impacts
expected.

None

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No impacts
expected.

None
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Historic Environment

Yes

LT

I

A

P

--

++

+

Landscape

No

LT

I

A

P

-

+

+

Population &
Housing

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Community and
Health

No

LT

I

A

P

0

0

Education

Opt. 1 would
continue
piecemeal
decline. Opt
2 would
result in
maximum
action but be
burdensome.
Option 3
enables
improvement
but light
costs.
Opt. 1 would
continue
piecemeal
decline. Opt
2/3 would
serve to
improve
contribution
of heritage to
landscape.
No impacts
expected.

None

0

No impacts
expected.

None

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No impacts
expected.

None

None

None
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Service Centre
Transport
Economy

Yes

LT

I

A

P

-

0

++

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No

LT

I

A

P

-

0

+

Opt. 1 would
continue
piecemeal
decline. Opt
2 would
result in
maximum
action but be
burdensome.
Option 3
enables
improvement
but light
costs.
Attractivenes
s would
improve and
encourage
investment.
No impacts
expected.

None

Opt. 1 would
continue
piecemeal
decline. Opt
2 would
result in
maximum
action but be
burdensome.
Option 3
enables
improvement
but light
costs.
Attractivenes
s would
improve and
encourage
investment.

None

None
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7.84

Pewsey NDP Policy 8 – Heritage: discussion of significant effects envisaged.

7.85

Why options were adopted or rejected
Option 1: causes too much harm to conservation interests. While it could be
considered to be beneficial economically, by reducing the cost of development, this is
a false argument. Pewsey’s attractiveness for investment depends to a large part
upon its physical attractiveness and this is underpinned by its heritage. Care for the
heritage, and investment in it is therefore essential for long-term economic success
as a village and as a local service centre.
Option 2: scores well on protecting the heritage, and could help underpin an element
of long term economic success. However, the financial costs of this policy could deter
as much investment as is attracted by an enhanced conservation area. It therefore
considered too onerous.
Option 3: scores highest overall for positive effects and lowest for negative. Positive
enhancement of the heritage can be achieved, yet without excessive cost that could
deter investment. In a sense this argument is about striking a balance such that,
while long term cultural and economic interests are protected, short term costs do
not derail regeneration and growth. Overall, the impact of improved environment in
considered strongly positive on economic growth.

7.86

Mitigation measures that would prevent, reduce or offset any adverse effects.
The availability of grant funding would help mitigate additional costs; however this is
unlikely to be forthcoming in the present financial climate. In any case the additional
costs involved in complying with this policy are modest and are likely to be re-couped
or safeguarded by rising property values.

7.87

Adverse effects are considered likely (in terms of continued decline) if no policy is
implemented. Thus the policy itself is mitigation in avoiding heritage degradation.

7.88

Policy Selected: Based on the SA, from public consultation, including a response
from English Heritage, Option 3 was selected and the policy is given below.
Pewsey NDP Policy 8:
Heritage

1. Proposals within the conservation area, or
which are likely to affect its setting should
demonstrate how they have reflected the advice of
the following in the design and location of
buildings:
- Pewsey Conservation Area Appraisal (2009)
- Pewsey Village Design Statement (2007)
2. Within the Conservation Area a higher standard
of design and construction will be required,
particularly in terms of detailing and use of good
quality local and traditional materials. This may
mean replacement of lost features in conversions
and adaptations.
3. Proposals which include the sensitive
conservation of listed buildings or the
enhancement of the conservation area, especially
the public realm and elements identified as being
‘At Risk’ by English Heritage, will be welcomed
and supported throughout the planning process.
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Pewsey NDP New Policy 9 – Developer Contributions
Developers may be required to contribute towards the provision of local infrastructure
and to mitigate impacts of development proposals in order to make them acceptable
in planning terms in accordance with National and Core Strategy policy. The Pewsey
community also seeks to add local detail to this requirement to provide more certainty
for developers and to ensure community benefit from development in the ways they
would wish. Developer contributions may include both CIL contributions and those
made by section 106 agreement.
Options considered:
Option
1. Have a policy permitting
development with no specific
infrastructure / community benefit
requirement
2. Have a policy requiring substantial
contributions towards local
infrastructure, including major items
such as roads and rail.
3. Have a policy which seeks to ensure
that the community benefits from
development while not undermining
investment. The policy is also intended
to provide certainty for developers by
indicating requirements clearly in
advance so that these can be
addressed at the design stage.

Reason for selection
To consider the impact of a policy of
carrying forward Core Strategy policy with
no added detail.
To consider the impact of a hardline
policy of planning gain tuned to local
issues and needs.
To consider the impact of a flexible policy
balancing the needs of community
infrastructure against those of
development in accordance with National
Policy. To add local detail and express
the wishes of the community.

5. Climatic

6. Historic
Environment

7. Landscape

8. Population &
Housing

9. Community &
Health

0
0
0

0
++
+

0
0
0

0
+
+

+
0

0
++
+

13. Economy &
Enterprise

4. Air quality

0
+
0

12. Transport

3. Water & flood
risk

0
0
0

11. Service Centre

2. Land & soil

0
0
0

10. Education

1. Biodiversity

Sustainable
Objectives

Scoring of Options:

Options

7.89

1
2
3

0
++
+

0
+

0
++
+

0
0
+
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Significance
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

GI

Perm?

Infrastructure
could disturb
habitat, but GI
would offset
this.

Spatial
Scale?

Mitigation?

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

No

MT

I

A

T

0

0

0

Infrastructure
will use land,
but GI would
offset this.

GI

No

MT

R

A

T

0

+

0

None

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Option 2 would
allow more
investment in
managing flood
risk but not a big
issue locally.
No impacts
expected

Yes

LT

I

B

P

0

++

+

GI

No

MT

R

A

T

0

0

0

Option 2 could
help offset
carbon by
improving
transport
significantly.
However cost
prohibitive.
No impacts
expected.

No

MT

R

A

T

0

+

+

Opts 2 and 3
would allow for
more
investment in
landscaping /
footpaths.

GI

Air
Quality
Climatic
Historic
Environment
Landscape

Justification /
Evidence

Rev?

Ti
me

Water and
Flood Risk

Land and
Soil

Biodiversity

Pewsey NDP Policy
Assessment of Effects
S. A.
Objectives
Sig. Effect?

Justification of Scoring:

None

None
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MT

R

A

T

+

-

0

Yes

LT

R

A

T

0

++

+

Education

Yes

MT

R

A

T

0

++

+

Service Centre

No

LT

R

A

T

0

-

+

Transport

Yes

LT

R

A

T

0

++

+

Economy

No

LT

R

A

T

0

0

+

Community and
Health

Population &
Housing

No

Opt. 1 imposes
least cost so
may encourage
development.
Opt. 2 imposes
excessive cost.
Opt. 3 neutral.
Opt. 2 could
provide
maximum new
facilities, but
cost prohibitive.
Opt. 3 would
provide benefit
at acceptable
cost.
Opt. 2 could
provide
maximum new
facilities, but
cost prohibitive.
Opt. 3 would
provide benefit
at acceptable
cost.
Opt. 2 could
provide
maximum new
facilities, but
cost prohibitive.
Opt. 3 would
provide benefit
at acceptable
cost.
Opt. 2 could
provide
maximum new
facilities. Opt 3
would provide
benefit at
acceptable cost.
Opt. 2 could
provide
maximum new
facilities but cost
prohibitive. Opt.
3 would provide
benefit at
acceptable cost.

None

None

None

None

None

None
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7.90

Pewsey NDP Policy 9 – Developer Contributions: discussion of significant
effects envisaged.

7.91

Why options were adopted or rejected
Option 1: Could have positive economic consequences, but these would likely to be
in the short term. Longer term growth depends on adequate infrastructure that this
policy would not provide.
Option 2: Could provide considerable community benefits, but at too high an
economic cost due to the negative impact this could have on investment in the
village.
Option 3: Provides infrastructure at acceptable cost unlikely to slow investment. This
policy option reflects the community’s balanced and generally welcoming view of
appropriate development and would be supported by ab referendum based on
consultation responses.

7.92

Mitigation measures that would prevent reduce or offset any adverse effects.
Grant funding could facilitate provision of infrastructure without imposing costs on
development, but is unlikely to be available.

7.93

Policy Selected:
Based on the SA and input from the community during the consultation process,
Option 3 was selected and the detailed policy is given below.
Pewsey NDP Policy 9: Developer
Contributions

In Pewsey, developer contributions may be
sought to deal with site specific issues and
the wider need for local infrastructure.
Local priorities include:
 Transport related infrastructure
 Re-fencing the Scotchel boundary along
Broomcroft Rd
 Refurbishing historic structures including
the Arch to the north of the High Street,
the Glass tomb and the stone table to the
Miller chest tomb - both in the
churchyard. These repairs are noted in
the Pewsey Conservation Area Character
Appraisal.
 Extension of two Consulting Rooms to
Pewsey Surgery to accommodate
additional patients.
 To improve or enhance the Conservation
Area.
 To provide pedestrian crossings at Manor
Court and Broomcroft Road for the safety
of residents.
 To improve the water catchment
channels, for example Hurley Stream and
the River Avon.
 To maintain and improve community
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8.0

meeting places like the Bouverie Hall,
Scout Hut, Wesleyan Chapel and the
Leisure Centre.
Improve sporting facilities like the
football, rugby, bowls and tennis club
pavilions.

Cumulative effects of the NDP
The individual recommended policies in the NDP and housing/ employment
allocations outlined in the area policy have been found to have a range of
sustainability implications and these are outlined in the previous section. The issues
identified are often of a specific and localised nature which can be addressed through
mitigation measures.

8.1

The most significant effects of the NDP strategy are likely to result from the proposed
level of housing and employment growth. The actual effects cannot be known
precisely and will depend on the nature of development in any given location and the
range of measures to reduce impacts. However, significant effects, both positive and
negative, are likely to relate to the following:

8.2

Discussion of Significant positive effects
Housing provision – the proposed new housing provision will help address
affordability issues in Pewsey, and provide new homes for the local workforce to
meet the employment needs of local businesses.

8.3

Local economy – housing provision and employment land provision will give
significant economic benefits not just through provision of new homes and jobs but
through infrastructure delivery and delivery of new/improved services and facilities.
The Parish Council will seek contribution towards infrastructure from all development
and may also use CIL or other funding if available.

8.4

Employment – new employment site provision will allow expansion of local
businesses and to attract inward investment to Pewsey.

8.5

Discussion of Significant negative effects
The level of growth could lead to significant negative effects in relation to:







Land and soil resources
Water resources
Climatic factors
Landscape
Transport
Social fabric

8.6

Cumulative effects that relate to the increased level of residential and employment
development, as well as associated infrastructure can be reduced to some degree
through incorporation of adequate water and energy efficiency measures in new and
existing buildings to reduce usage, renewable energy provision and promoting
development within the existing settlements which can substantially reduce
landscape impacts, reduce the need to travel and increase availability/viability of
public transport services.

8.7

Loss of greenfield land should not be necessary or inevitable in a rural area such as
Pewsey, which has a number of brownfield sites available for development and this
should be considered against the need for achievement of other sustainability
objectives. Loss of greenfield land should be minimised by promoting the
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development of brownfield sites; a policy which carries forward that of the Core
Strategy.
8.8

While an appraisal of an individual policy is a valuable exercise, in reality actual
impacts of the NDP on the plan area will be complex and arise from interplay of
factors, acted on by the entire range of policies. Such effects ‘add-up’ to become
cumulative, over both time and space. Some of these effects can be unintended and
it is therefore important to consider these effects when drafting and subsequently
modifying policy.

8.9

The SA Regulations require consideration of likely significant effects, to include;
Accumulative (building up over time or in an area)
Secondary (indirect effects that may be other than intended or in ways unintended)
Synergistic (combined effects of policies working together).
Effects must be considered over varying timescales and an assessment made as to
whether these are likely to be positive or negative. An appraisal may suggest
mitigation measures for cumulative effects.

8.10

The following table assesses the cumulative effects of the plan based on an issue by
issue analysis that reflects that of the Core Strategy, but which is also influenced by
the factors considered to be most important in the case of the Pewsey NDP, which
has a local rather than strategic focus.

8.11

It should be noted that it is difficult to do more than anticipate general trends in
assessing a matter as complex as cumulative effects of a plan upon a complex
interplay of environmental, social, economic and other factors.
Issue
Biodiversity /
Habitat

Land and Soil

Housing

Potential Cumulative
Impact
Risk of negative impact if
greenfield development
permitted or if brownfield
development allowed
without mitigation or
enhancement being
required.
Development tends to
contribute to a cumulative
loss of land and soil.
However most development
envisaged in the plan is on
brownfield land.
Positive. Beneficial to local
community and economy.

Mitigation / Comment
Proposed levels of
development are modest.
Provision is made for habitat
protection, enhancement or
substitution.
Strong policies serve to protect
Pewsey from negative impacts.
Recycling of land through
brownfield development.
Avoidance of development on
the best quality agricultural
land.
Increased provision of
affordable housing will
strengthen community ties and
help ensure a mixed age and
vibrant community. Modestly
increasing the size of Pewsey
will enhance its role as a
Service Centre, improve the
viability of shops and services
and enable the provision of
better infrastructure.
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Issue
Community
Infrastructure

Potential Cumulative
Impact
Positive.

Landscape and
Rural Character

Potentially Negative over
the plan period but plan
should mitigate.

Economy/
Employment

Positive, but depending on
success of implementing
policy

Transport

Negative

Waste

Negative

Heritage

Neutral

Mitigation / Comment
Increase development could
place pressure on existing
services, but can also help
fund improvements over time.
The main issue for services in
Pewsey is viability, so
increasing the critical mass of
Pewsey within modest limits is
likely to enhance rather than
detract from community
infrastructure such as schools,
shops and recreation.
Negative impacts could occur if
development is permitted
beyond the village boundary,
impacting on the AONB.
Policies seek to mitigate this
through landscaping, siting
and high quality design, but
careful monitoring of
applications will be necessary.
Attracting employment to
balance housing growth and to
maintain Pewsey’s role as
service centre is a major
challenge for the plan. If
successful however self containment would be
enhanced as a secondary
effect and local prosperity
enhanced.
Growth levels are modest but
are likely to put pressure on
transport links, especially by
road. Mitigation is possible
through reducing the need to
travel by balanced growth and
by promotion of sustainable
transport modes.
New development is likely to
increase waste. However
mitigation is possible through
recycling (for example by
composting on local
allotments).
Development poses a risk to
heritage (e.g. through
demolition, increased visitor
numbers and pollution).
However it also presents
opportunities for enhancement
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and the plan seeks this,
especially in the conservation
area.
Flood Risk

Neutral

Negative
Pollution

Climate Change

Negative or Neutral

Renewable
energy

Positive or Neutral

Interaction with
other plans

Neutral

Development is likely to
increase flood risk as a
secondary effect by providing
hard surfaces that speed up
drainage. However, growth
levels are modest and the
capacity of the infrastructure is
unlikely to be exceeded in the
case of Pewsey. The plan
encourages SUDs as a means
of mitigation.
Impacts on air quality and
increases in noise and light
pollution can result from
development, as well as loss of
tranquillity. However levels of
growth proposed are mainly
within an existing urban area
and levels are modest.
Development will increase
carbon emissions, directly and
indirectly through transport.
Levels are modest and
mitigation is possible through
policies of the plan which
encourage high environmental
standards and renewable
energy.
The Plan is generally
encouraging of renewable
energy; however there is the
potential for negative impacts,
e.g., for example visually and
in terms of noise.
Development proposed in the
plan reflects levels suggested
by the Wiltshire Core Strategy.
While modest these will
contribute towards traffic
generation on the strategic
road network. On the other
hand the plan also takes
forward sustainable
construction and renewable
energy polices.
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8.12

Discussion of Cumulative Effects
Broadly speaking the plan is expected to have generally positive effects on the local
community in terms of improving quality of life (including and access to affordable
housing), enhancing local infrastructure and underpinning economic prosperity and
social vitality.

8.13

The challenge for the plan will be to reduce the environmental impacts of the
development necessary to achieve these aims on landscape, heritage, biodiversity,
waste, flood risk, climate change and in terms of transport effects. Mitigation is
possible to a significant degree, although effectiveness will depend upon the
vigilance of development management and the success or otherwise in implementing
policy.

8.14

Despite successful mitigation not all negative effects can be avoided, however the
rate of growth is likely to be modest and the impacts similarly low. The plan is
inevitably a compromise and the trade-off between social and community benefits
and the relatively mild impacts expected is considered to be acceptable.

8.15

Cumulative effects and other effects of the NDP: Potential mitigation measures
for likely significant effects
Predicted growth rates in the Plan are modest and mitigation is likely to prove
effective in many cases. However vigilance in development management will be a
challenge.
Examples of mitigation measures are set out in the table above and it is not proposed
to repeat them here. However, mitigation will fall into four broad categories:
Mitigation Method
Locational

Means of Implementation
Steering development into the least
damaging locations (e.g. brownfield land or
by reducing the need to travel through
improving self-containment.)

Substitutional
Technological

Replacing losses (e.g. habitat) elsewhere
Reducing impacts through smarter design
or technology (e.g. renewable energy,
sustainable construction)

Behavioural

Changing the way things are done (e.g. by
improving sustainable transport modes,
growing food locally on allotments).

9.0

Monitoring of predicted significant effects

9.1

These indicators are intended to monitor any predicted significant effects of
implementing the NDP:







Completions on brownfield or greenfield sites
Monitor the amount of employment land available.
That there are sufficient retail outlets in the village centre to ensure its viability
The number of buses and trains providing regular services to local towns
Amount of sustainable tourist accommodation.
New development complying with Village Design Statement
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9.2

Development permitted on appeal against the recommendation of the Parish
Council
Traffic counts where available
Affordable housing completions
Employment development taking place on allocated sites
Housing development taking place on allocated sites
Amount of developer contributions from development – does it meet with policy
Is development meeting higher design quality/standards required of development
Loss of AONB
Income from S 106 and CIL

These indicators aim to:




Concentrate on the key sustainability issues identified in the appraisal
Provide information to identify when problems, including unexpected ones arise.
Contribute to addressing deficiencies in data availability identified in this
appraisal.

9.3

Monitoring will allow the Parish Council to identify whether the recommended
mitigation measures from the sustainability appraisal have been effective and to
develop further mitigation proposals that may be required where unforeseen adverse
effects are identified. In some cases monitoring may identify the need for a policy to
be amended or deleted, which could trigger a review of the NDP, or for further policy
guidance to be developed e.g. a Supplementary Planning Document.

10.0

Next steps
The Sustainability Appraisal Report accompanies the NDP and is a key output of the
appraisal process, presenting information on the effects of the plan on which formal
public consultation is carried out. The Sustainability Appraisal Report will accompany
the NDP when it is submitted to Wiltshire Council. The role of the planning inspector
during the examination process will be to consider the soundness of the NDP, using
the sustainability appraisal as part of the evidence base.

10.1

If any significant changes are made to the NDP as a result of its examination process
that may lead to additional significant effects not already covered in the sustainability
appraisal, this SA report may need to be reviewed and updated, with changes
documented.
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APPENDIX 1: Sites
Housing sites within the Limits of Development (LoD) in Pewsey Village June 2014
A review of potential housing sites within the LoD has been undertaken. The basis for this
was an analysis undertaken in February 2014 based on figures provided by Wiltshire Council
which showed that, of the 600 houses allocated for Pewsey Community Area in the Core
Strategy to be delivered by 2026, 411 had been built or are developable on allocated sites.
(256 homes have in fact already been built in Pewsey Parish alone).
This leaves 189 to be identified in the community area as a whole (600 minus 411).
Approximately 104 (60%) (A proportion similar to other Service Centres) are considered
appropriate for Pewsey village since this is the Service Centre and much of the remaining
Community Area is rural. The dwellings can be accommodated within the village LoD to
reinforce its role as Service Centre and to avoid building on the AONB.
Of the 104 remaining to be identified:
The following sites have been granted Planning Permission:






Southcott (10)
Stratton Rd site (4)
High Street next to Martins shop (2)
Broadfield site (4)
54 Ball Road (2)
Total 22 Dwellings

This leaves a requirement for 104 minus 22 = 82.
In assessing sites for these dwellings, the following were considered:



Sites subject to a planning application
Developable sites identified in the 2012 SHLAA that are within the LoD.

Sites Subject to a Outstanding Planning Applications are:



Dewey’s River Street site
Behind the Crown Inn

9
14

Total

23

The total requirement then falls to 82 minus 23 = 59. In fact this requirement is exceeded by
the sites identified by the NDP. These are as follows:






Estimated dwellings involving redevelopment of Police Station Site
(plus limited retail or office / employment development in mixed use scheme)*. 12
Estimated Windfall allocation sites between 2014 and 2026 (Wiltshire Council
estimate for the Community Area is 6.3/year which equals 75.6 dwellings for 12 yrs.
Pewsey village allocation is therefore 75.6 x 60% = 45 dwellings. Subtract 29
dwelling for which there are applications above leaves an estimated Windfall quota of
16 dwellings
16
Marlborough Road site 49
Old Hospital Phase III site
9
Total Identified in NDP: 86

82

Sites Granted Planning Permission

22

Outstanding Applications

23

Estimated dwellings involving redevelopment of village centre

12

Windfall

16

Marlborough Road site

49

Old Hospital Phase III site
Total

Identified

Requirement
Plan exceeds requirement by

9
131
104
27

It can be seen that the above calculations demonstrate that Pewsey can more than meet the
housing requirements of the Core Strategy, by this calculation and that all necessary
development for housing can be achieved on sites within the Limits of Development (the
village boundary).
Monitoring will take place to ensure that sites remain deliverable and an adequate supply
going forward is maintained.
* In allocating the site of the Police Station for development, it is assumed that the site will be
most attractive to developers for housing since this will provide the best return. However the
community is keen to ensure some office or retail development in the centre to underpin
vitality and economic growth. It is accepted that local circumstances would not justify more
than a minor element of such uses, but their inclusion is considered to be important given
the location and the opportunity offered to underscore Pewsey’s self-containment and
sustainability.
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Appendix 2: Site and Area Maps
Map 1. Pewsey Parish with the Limit of Development in Red.
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Appendix 2: Map 2. Pewsey Community Area.
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Appendix 2:
Map 3. Pewsey Employment and Housing Sites.

Key
1. Marlborough Road mixed site
2. Old Hospital site: Phase 3
A. Fordbrook Business site
B. Salisbury Road Business site
C. Extension to Salisbury Road Business site
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Appendix 2:
Map 4 Constraints Maps
Special Environmental areas.

Key
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

School playing fields
Scotchell
Allotments
Recreation Area – football, tennis, bowls
Rectory Grove
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Appendix 2:
Map 5 Flood Risk.
Sites with risk of flooding 1 in 100 years
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Appendix 3: Consulting on the plan and the Sustainability Appraisal Report.
1.0

The SA Directive requires that:
“Authorities with relevant environmental responsibilities and the public......shall be
given an early and effective opportunity within appropriate time frame to express their
opinion on the draft plan... and accompanying environmental report”

1.1

The SA Directive creates the following requirements for consultation:
Authorities which, because of their environmental responsibilities, are likely to be
concerned by the effects of implementing the plan or programme, must be consulted
on the scope and level of detail of the information to be included in the Environmental
Report. These authorities are designated in the SA Regulations as the Consultation
Bodies. The public and the Consultation Bodies must be consulted on the draft plan
or programme and the Environmental Report, and must be given an early and
effective opportunity within appropriate time frames to express their opinions.

1.2

In England the ‘consultation bodies’ are Natural England, English Heritage and the
Environmental Agency, and they have been included during the development of the
NDP. It is also recommended that public and stakeholders’ involvement on the
sustainability appraisal is carried out at each stage in order to ensure that policies
meet the objectives of sustainability development and this has taken place
throughout.

1.3

Pewsey Council has involved a wide range of stakeholders in its consultation,
including neighbouring parish councils throughout the community area, community
groups, local residents and members of the local community and other key
stakeholders. The consultation process included public meetings held in Pewsey
parish where information on the sustainability appraisal reports has been available
informed by e mail and web site. The Steering group included a ‘youth’ member and
direct consultation with students of Pewsey Vale School was carried out.

1.4

Responses to both the Scoping Report and the Sustainable Appraisal and the
subsequent actions taken can be found at Appendix 6.
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Appendix 4: Scoring Methodology for Sustainability Appraisal
1.0

The assessment of policy options used the following scoring system.

2.0

Assessment of Effects: This layer of assessment was divided into 4 sub categories
each of which is assessed using abbreviations

Time (How long will effects last?)
Rev? (Reversibility of effects)

3.0

ST = Short Term, MT = Medium Term, LT =
Long Term
R = Reversible, I = Irreversible

Scale? (Spatial Scale of effects)

A = Local Area Specific, C = County wide, B
= Cross county border

Perm? (Permanence of Effects)

P = Permanent, T = Temporary

Assessment of Significance (Scoring)
Each option for the policy is judged against the following scoring system.
Significance of effects:
++
+
?
0
--

4.0

Option likely to have a major positive effect. SIGNIFICANT
Option likely to have a minor positive effect
Effects of option uncertain
Option likely to have a neutral effect
Option likely to have a minor adverse effect
Option likely to have a major adverse effect. SIGNIFICANT

Each policy is then discussed and the assessment justified in the remaining 2
columns of the table.
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Appendix 5: Reponses to the Scoping Report and the Sustainability Appraisal
Consultation and the action taken.
Responses from the Statutory Consultees.
Consultee

English
Heritage

English
Heritage

English
Heritage

Summary of Response

Core
Strategy
Policy
Ref.

NDP Reply and Action

We only need to be
consulted on the NDP if our
interests are likely to be
affected. From the
information contained within
the draft it is difficult to
confirm this. Potential
housing sites have been
identified for example, but it
is not clear how evidence
relating to the area’s historic
environment has been used
to gauge their suitability or to
inform the issues which may
associate with bringing them
forward.

58

Changed wording of NDP Policy
3 / Appendix 1 to clarify
suitability of sites and guide
developers on this issue. For
example that the sites chosen
are not adjacent to either the
Conservation Area (CA) or
Listed Buildings.

The draft NDP refers, in
several places, to the area’s
heritage interest, particularly
the Conservation Area, and
reiterates the generic
statutory message to
preserve and enhance.
However, it is not clear what
the specific heritage assets
and issues or objectives
associated with them might
be and how the Plan might
address them.

58

The SA refers to a number
of key points and objectives
concerning the historic
environment (App 1, section
6). The conservation Area is
‘At Risk’ on the EH register.
More detailed polices and
clearer links between

58

Amendments included in plan.

Map of Conservation Area
included.

Draft amended to show more
clearly how to preserve and
enhance our heritage assets.

Map to identify CA.
Policies amended to ensure any
development enhances rather
than detracts from CA character.
Clear policies added to minimise
the risk.
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evidence and policy may be
appropriate and helpful to
strengthen the plan and
address underlying issues.
English
Heritage

SA difficult to gauge type
and level of impact on
historic environment and,
critically, to be able to
demonstrate that they are in
conformity with the parent
CS and the NPPF.

58

Text amended to stress that the
new Heritage Policy takes
forward CP 58 by:
- specifying the importance of
key townscape areas in the
village eg, the CA
- Specify key elements of
character eg, Number of listed
buildings

Unclear as to whether
policies affecting heritage
are in conformity with the
Wiltshire Core Strategy

- identifies opportunities and
means to enhance the historic
environment locally.
- Map of CA and Listed
Buildings

English
Heritage

Need for a policy covering
how CIL monies could be
spent – for example a
general enhancement fund.

3

Consultee

Summary of Response

Environment
Agency

SA

Core
Strategy
Policy
Ref.
50, 68

Section 5.4 and 8.5: Add
sentence to address the
problems of soil erosion due
to irresponsible agricultural
practices. Link to the

NDP Objectives modified to
include mention of CIL. New
policy to enhance the
Conservation Area and other
green areas of the village if CIL
or other funds are available. 106
agreements will continue to be
sought to cover protection of
heritage assets.

NDP Reply and Action

The NDP is not concerned with
the control of agriculture.
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problem of water pollution.
Environment
Agency

SA

67

Agreed, map added

67

Agreed and amended

50 / 52

Done

Section 5.4 Water
resources and flood risk –
amend the sentence to ‘
and appropriate mitigation
is implemented’
Environment
Agency

SA
Table 7D col 14 to read
‘Water and Flood risk’
Table 7E col 3 to read
‘Water and Flood risk’
Table 7F col to read ‘Water
and Flood risk’.

English
Nature

Suggest Pewsey consult
with North Wessex Downs
AONB and note their
management plan.
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Consultee

Summary of Response

Core
Strategy
Policy
Ref.
50 / 52

English
Nature

Consider whether the plan
has any impact on legally
protected species.

English
Nature

The plan is an opportunity
to enhance the character of
surrounding natural and
build environment to the
benefit of the community,
e.g. The provision of green
spaces and access to
nature

50 / 52

English
Nature

Opportunity to incorporate
features into new build or
retrofit buildings to benefit
wild life e.g. bird /bat boxes

50 / 52

NDP Reply and Action

It is not considered that the
Plan impacts on any legally
protected species however
consider inserting a
requirement for applications
over two houses to provide an
Environmental Impact Survey
We believe plan does
this.

Will be included as a part of
the Environmental Impact
Survey.
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Appendix 6: How the SA Directive and Regulations have been met
SA Regulations Requirements
1. Preparation of an environmental report in
which the likely significant effects on the
environment of implementing the plan or
programme, and reasonable alternatives
taking into account the objectives and
geographical scope of the plan or
programme, are identified, described and
evaluated
.
2. An outline of the contents, main
objectives of the plan or programme and
relationship with other relevant plans and
programmes
3. The relevant aspects of the current state
of the environment and the likely evolution
thereof without implementation of the plan
or
programme
4. The environmental characteristics of
areas likely to be significantly affected
5. Any existing environmental problems
which are relevant to the plan or
programme including, in particular, those
relating to any areas of a
particular environmental importance, such
as areas designated pursuant to Directives
79/409/EEC and 92/43/EEC
6. The environmental protection objectives,
established at international, Community or
national level, which are relevant to the
plan or programme and the way those
objectives and any environmental
considerations have been taken into
account during its preparation
7. The likely significant effects on the
environment, including on issues such as
biodiversity, population, human health,
fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors,
material assets, cultural heritage including
architectural and archaeological heritage,
landscape and the interrelationship
between the above factors.
(Footnote: these effects should include
secondary, cumulative, synergistic, short,
medium and long-term, permanent and
temporary, positive and negative effects)
8. The measures envisaged to prevent,
reduce and as fully as possible offset any
significant adverse effects on the
environment of

Location in this SA
This requirement is covered by Sustainability
Appraisal Scoping Report and the
Sustainability Appraisal Report.

Sections 1 and 3 of this report

Inter Alia, Sections 3.9 and 5.4

Inter Alia, Sections 3.9 and 5.4
Sections 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 5.4

Sections 3.2 - 3.7, 3.10, 4.0, 5.3

Sections 6, 7 and 8

Section 7
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implementing the plan or programme
9. An outline of the reasons for selecting the
alternatives dealt with, and a description of
how the assessment was undertaken
including
any difficulties (such as technical
deficiencies or lack of know-how)
encountered in compiling the required
information
10. A description of measures envisaged
concerning monitoring in accordance with
Article 10
11. A non-technical summary of the
information provided under the above
headings
12. The report shall include the information
that may reasonably be required taking into
account current knowledge and methods of
assessment, the contents and level of detail
in the plan or
programme, its stage in the decisionmaking process and the extent to which
certain matters are more appropriately
assessed at different
levels in that process to avoid duplication of
the assessment
13. Authorities with environmental
responsibility and the public shall be given
an early and effective opportunity within
appropriate time
frames to express their opinion on the draft
plan or programme and the accompanying
environmental report before the adoption of
the
plan or programme

Section 6

Sections 9.4 - 9-6, Al parts of section 10.

Section 9

Included in the SA. The SA drew on the
evidence base of the Wiltshire Core Strategy
but also included input from statutory bodies,
the LPA and the community.

Informal working with the LPA throughout,
accessing expert advice has been
complimented by formal consultation with
appropriate bodies and with the community.
Details provided in the Consultation
Statement Report.
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Appendix 7: The Sustainability Appraisal Framework
Sustainability
topic

Sustainability
Appraisal objective

Decision aiding
questions

Potential
indicators

1. Biodiversity

Protect and enhance
biodiversity and
geological features
and avoid at all costs
any irreversible losses

1. Protect priority
habitats and species?
2. Protect or enhance
local biodiversity sites?
3. Ensure any new
developments will not
adversely affect any
biodiversity sites?
4. Maintain existing
publicly used green
areas including sports
fields, woods and river
corridors?
5. Aid in the delivery of
multifunctional green
infrastructures?
6. Result in a net gain
for the natural
environment?

1. Number of SSSIs
in favourable or
unfavourable
recovering
condition.
2. Any changes to
green or sports
areas.
3. Area of degraded
habitats restored as
a benefit from
development.

2. Land and Soil

Ensure the efficient
and effective use of
land and the re use of
brownfield sites.

1. Maximise housing
Densities whilst
retaining appropriate
amenity areas?
2. Protect agricultural
land especially the best
and most versatile
types Grade 1 and 2a?
3. Maximise the reuse
of previously developed
land?
4. Encourage
remediation of
contaminated land?
5. Maximise the use of
land within village
centres including the
retention of retail and
office outlets?
7. Avoid the loss of the
natural floodplain and
inappropriate
development on flood
areas?
8. Minimise the use of
Greenfield sites?

1 .Number of
Dwellings
completed on
brownfield sites.
2. Average density
of house on new
sites.
3. Agricultural land
lost to new
developments.
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Promote sustainable
waste management
solutions that
encourage the
reduction, re-use and
recycling of waste

1. Ensure that the
design and layout of
new developments
supports sustainable
waste management?
2. Consider whether
waste management
solutions can provide a
safe resource for
generating heat and
energy?

1.Waste
management
facilities on new
developments.

3. Ensure the new
developments assist in
the collection of waste
and recycled items?
Sustainability
topic

Sustainability
Appraisal objective

Decision aiding
questions

Potential
indicators

3. Water /Flood
Risk

Use and manage
water resources in a
sustainable
manner

1. Take into account
predictable future
impact of climate
change, including water
scarcity issues?
2. Encourage
sustainable and
efficient management
of water resources?
3. Minimise the effects
of water extraction in
the development area?
4. Ensure that the
essential water
infrastructure is not
adversely affected by
development?
5. Ensure that any
development has
suitable water saving
measures
incorporated?
7. Adequate provision
has been made for the
disposal of surface
water and foul
drainage?
8. Promote the
provision of adequate
pollution prevention
measures?

1 The chemical and
biological quality of
the rivers and
streams.
2. Abstraction rates
and the effect on
local rivers.
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4. Air Quality /
Pollution

1.Maintain the
existing good air
quality in the
Neighbourhood
Development area.

1. Maintain and
improve local air
quality? Minimise and,
where possible,
improve on
unacceptable levels of
noise, light pollution,
odour and vibration?
2. Minimise soil
contamination
3. Mitigate the impact
on air quality from road
transport?

5. Climate

1.Minimise our impact
on climatic change
and its effects
.

1. Minimise the likely
impacts of future
developments on
climate change through
appropriate adaption?
2. Promote the
development of
renewable and low
carbon sources?
3. Promote energy
efficiency in buildings
and new
developments?
4. Minimise
contributions to climate
change through
sustainable building
practices?
5. Contribute to
Wiltshire’s ecological
footprint?
6. Contribute to the
reduction of emissions
associated with the
transport sector and
with emissions
associated energy
producing plants?

1. Number of
houses or
employment
buildings meeting
Code 3 of the
code for
Sustainable
Homes and/or
‘excellent’ BREEM
Eco-Homes
standards.
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Sustainability
topic

Sustainability
Appraisal objective

Decision aiding
questions

Potential
indicators

6. Historic
Environment

Protect, maintain and
enhance the historic
environment
.

1. Conserve and
enhance features and
areas of historical and
cultural value, including
Listed Buildings,
Conservation Areas,
Historic Parks and
Gardens, and
Water meadows?
2. Ensure appropriate
archaeological
assessments prior 35to
development?

1. Monitor the
number of Listed
buildings at risk

3. Promote sensitive
re-use of historical
buildings and buildings
of significant local
interest where
appropriate?
4. Improve and
enhance access to
local heritage and
historic sites?
5. Maintain and
enhance the
character and
distinctiveness of
settlements through
high quality and
appropriate design?
6. Promote heritage
based sustainable
tourism and
regeneration?

2. Monitor the
number of Parks,
gardens and public
open spaces of a
historical nature at
risk.
3. Any scheduled
Monuments and
those considered at
risk.
4. Monitor the
number of planning
application where
an archaeological
assessment has
been required. And
where any
recording or
protection was
required
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Sustainability
topic

Sustainability
Appraisal objective

Decision aiding
questions

Potential
indicators

7.Landscape

Conserve and
enhance the character
and quality of
Wiltshire’s rural urban
landscapes,
maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and
sense of place.

1. Protect and enhance
the character and
scenic quality of this
rural community area?

1.Monitor the %
change of any area
of land covered by
Environmental
Stewardship
Agreements
– Jones’s Mill.

8. Population /
Housing

Provide everyone
with the opportunity
to live in good
quality, affordable
housing, and
ensure an
appropriate mix of
dwelling sizes,
types and tenures.

2. Conserve and
enhance areas with
landscape designations
and take account of
their management
objectives?
3. Maintain and
enhance the character
of local settlements?
4. Deliver good quality
design that reflects
local character?
5. Protect and enhance
natural landscapes
within the villages,
including recreational
open spaces and
publicly used green
spaces and reserves?
6. Protect rights of way,
footpaths, byways,
open spaces and
common land?
7. Improve and
encourage access to
the wider countryside?
1. Provide an adequate
supply of affordable
housing?
2. Support the provision
of a range of house
types and sizes to meet
the needs of all sectors
of the community?
3. Ensure, if possible,
an adequate supply of
land to meet housing
needs?

1. Housing is
completed on
target.
2. Affordable
housing used for
local people.
3. To agree the
Wiltshire Core
policy that new
development
schemes of 5 or
more houses will
provide 40%
affordable houses.
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4. Provide the quality
and flexible homes that
meet the community’s
needs?
5. Promote the use of
sustainable techniques
and use of sustainable
material used in
construction?
6. Provide housing
within easy access of
local services?
7. Provide an adequate
supply of house in rural
areas?
8. Ensure that new
housing is used for
local people?

9. Community
and Health

1. Provide a safe and
healthy environment
in which to live.
2. Reduce poverty
and deprivation
and promote more
inclusive and self
contained
communities.
3. Improve access to
community services
and facilities.

1. Provide a high
1. Recorded
quality easily
Crime levels.
accessible health
facility?
2. Promote design of
2. Road safety
buildings and spaces to indicators.
reduce crime and the
fear of crime?
3. Increase the
3. Availability of GP
participation in sports
and dental
by the provision of
surgeries.
facilities?
4. Population living
4. Protect rural
within 400 m
communities and
walking of a bus
country ways of life?
stop.
5. Encourage health
5. Monitor
workplaces?
employment
6. Promote recreational possibilities and
and leisure
unemployment
opportunities in the
rates.
countryside?
7. Incorporate a
network of
multifunctional Green
infrastructure within
new
developments as
appropriate
?
8. Maximise
opportunities for all
members of society?
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9. Maintain the quality
of life for all local
residents?
10. Encourage active
involvement of the
community in the
amount, design and
type of new
development?
Sustainability
topic

Sustainability
Appraisal objective

Decision aiding
questions

Potential
indicators

10. Education
and Skills

Raise educational
attainment levels and
provide for people to
improve their
workplace skills

1. Provide and support
high quality educational
facilities?
2. Promote life-long
learning and
qualifications that are
accessible to all?
3. Support the provision
of a sixth form college
at Pewsey?
4. Help in the provision
of a skilled labour force
to match the needs of
local businesses,
including
apprenticeship
schemes?
5. Support community
enterprises and the
voluntary sector?

1. Children’s
academic
achievements.
2. Adults
participating in
further education
courses.
3. Numbers on
apprenticeships
schemes.
4. Provision of job
related training.
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Sustainability
topic

Sustainability
Appraisal objective

Decision aiding
questions

Potential
indicators

11. Service
Centre

Improve access
to high quality
community
services

1. As a service centre
improve the availability
and accessibility to key
local facilities including
healthcare, retail,
education and leisure?
2. Retain a viable
village centre with retail
and office facilities?
3. Promote the culture
of high quality
community, leisure and
cultural facilities?
4. Encourage active
participation in
community facilities?

1. Availability of
Post
Office, banks and
Public Transport.
2. Via the Campus
initiative provide
local access to
Local Authority
services in
Pewsey
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Sustainability
topic

Sustainability
Appraisal objective

Decision aiding
questions

Potential
indicators

12. Transport

1.Reduce the need to
travel and promote
more sustainable
transport choices

1. Promote mixed use
developments that
reduce the need to
travel and reliance on
the private car?
2. Increase the uptake
of sustainable travel
choices i.e. Public
transport, walking and
cycling?
3 .Promote integrated
transport policy
including rail?
4. Promote car sharing
schemes and home or
other forms of remote
working?
5. Encourage
alternative and
sustainable means of
transporting freight,
waste and minerals
where possible?

1. Travel to work.

2. Vehicle flow by
type particularly
HGVs in the rural
areas.
3. Provision of
adequate free
parking.
4. Sufficient parking
places in new
developments.
5. Provision of
mooring spaces on
the Kennet and
Avon Canal.
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Sustainability
topic

Sustainability
Appraisal objective

Decision aiding
questions

Potential
indicators

13. Economy
and enterprise

1. Encourage a
vibrant and diversified
economy and provide
for long term
sustainable economic
growth

1. Improve business
development and
enhance
competitiveness?

1. Unemployment
levels.

2. Provide sufficient
employment sites?

2. The availability of
jobs locally.

3. Direct appropriate
retail, office, leisure
and/or other
employment
opportunities to village
centre to maintain
vitality?
4. Support the rural and
farming economy?

3. Local business
levels.

5. Support rural
diversification?
6. Recognise the
importance and support
tourism and culture in
this AONB?
7. Recognise the
importance of the social
and natural
environment to the
local economy?

5. Retail space

1. Provide good
quality employment
opportunities for all
sectors of the
community?

1. Business
premises both retail
and employment
vacancy rates.

2. Assist businesses in
finding appropriate land
and premises?

2. Business
premises both retail
and employment
values.
3. Vacant
employment floor
space.

2. Ensure adequate
provision of highquality employment
land and diverse
employment
opportunities to
meet local business
needs and a changing
workforce.

3. Protect and enhance
the vitality of existing
employment areas?
4. Provide a variety of
employment land to
meet all needs?

4. Retention of any
major employers.

4. Amount of
employment land
lost to residential,
particularly in the
village centre.
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5. Provide employment
land in areas easily
accessible by
sustainable transport?
6. Recognise the
importance of energy
efficient employment?
7. Support mixed use
employment sites?

5. Employment land
commitments and
completions.
6. Employment site
available capacity.
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Appendix 8: The Campus Project, Proposed Facilities
1.

Reception –Single point for Community access to the whole site including Leisure,
Youth and Community Services.

2.

Personal Care Facility – External access for the purpose of disability changing
facility.

3.

Community Café – Including the ability for youth to use the kitchen area.

3.

Children’s Soft Play Area

4.

Crèche

6.

Hot desks for Council and Partner Staff.

7.

Confidential Meeting Rooms (2) – Sound Proofed.

8.

Small Meeting Spaces – For up to eight people.

9.

Community Meeting Places (2)

10.

Service facilities – Lockers, toilets etc.

11.

Wheeled sports area.

12.

Police accommodation.

13.

Swimming pool
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Appendix 9: HRA Screening Report by Wiltshire Council
Pewsey Neighbourhood Plan Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) Screening
1.

Screening Methodology
Each element of the draft plan has been categorised against the screening criteria
developed by Natural England. This process is necessary to help provide a clear
audit trail for the assessment and, if necessary, identify the need for the wording of
policies to be amended or new policies added to be certain that the neighbourhood
plan will not have a significant negative effect on a European site.
The criteria used were as follows:
 Category A1: The policy will not itself lead to development e.g. because it relates
to design or other qualitative criteria for development;
 Category A2: The policy is intended to protect the natural environment;
 Category A3: The policy is intended to conserve or enhance the natural, built or
historic environment;
 Category A4: The policy would positively steer development away from European
sites and associated sensitive areas;
 Category A5: The policy would have no effect because no development could
occur through the policy itself, the development being implemented through later
policies in the same plan, which are more specific and therefore more appropriate
to assess for their effects on European Sites and associated sensitive areas.
 Category B – no significant effect;
 Category C – likely significant effect alone; and
 Category D – Likely significant effects in combination.
The effect of each draft policy has been considered both individually, and in
combination. The effects of the whole plan have also been considered in combination
with the Wiltshire Core Strategy.

2.

Wiltshire Core Strategy HRA
Wiltshire Core strategy HRA derived a set of parameters by which to determine the
likelihood of potential impact on Natura 2000 sites. Applying these parameters to the
Pewsey Neighbourhood Plan Area identifies the following issues to be assessed.
Recreation – Natura 2000 sites within 5km of the plan area, or where Salisbury Plain
SPA/SAC is within 15km of the plan area.
 Salisbury Plain SPA and SAC
 Pewsey Downs SAC
Hydrology / Hydrogeology – Sites that fall wholly or partly within the Wessex Water
North WRZ






Salisbury Plain SAC / SPA
Bath and Bradford on Avon Bats SAC
Pewsey Downs SAC
North Meadows and Clattinger Farm SAC
River Avon SAC
Nitrogen Deposition – Natura 2000 Sites within 200m of a main road
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3.

Porton Down SPA
Salisbury Plain SAC / SPA
Southampton Water SPA
Clattinger Farm SAC
River Avon SAC
Rodborough Common SAC
Cotswolds Beechwoods SAC
Physical Damage / Interruption of Flight Lines
Bath and Bradford on Avon Bats SAC

SCREENING OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS
Draft policies within the emerging Pewsey neighbourhood plan have been screened
against each of the above potential impacts, for each Natura 2000 site.
Recreation.
Salisbury Plain SPA/SAC - The Wiltshire Core Strategy HRA assessed that the
issues relating to additional recreational pressure as a result of residential
development growth are dealt with sufficiently in the “Salisbury Plain SPA HRA and
Mitigation Strategy” which prescribes proportionate developer contributions for
development sites within 4km of the SPA or within 15km of the eastern part of the
SPA, to deliver monitoring and adaptive management on the plains. Core Policy 50
of the Wiltshire Core Strategy implements this approach.
Pewsey Downs SAC - Pewsey Downs SAC is part of the North Wessex Downs, an
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) that attracts millions of visitors every
year. The AONB has a Management Plan and Delivery Plan which could provide the
basis for managing impacts on the SAC. The SAC is also a National Nature Reserve,
managed by Natural England and this provides further safeguard for managing
recreational pressure. The Pewsey Neighbourhood Plan area is only just within the
5km zone of likely impact and the small scale of development expected to result from
the plan would have a de minimus effect on the SAC. It is worth noting that Natural
England has agreed with the conclusions of the Wiltshire Core Strategy HRA the
levels of housing proposed at Pewsey through CP18 of the Wiltshire Core Strategy
would not have any likely significant effects upon the Pewsey Downs SAC. Housing
proposed within this neighbourhood plan would fall within the scope of the Wiltshire
Core Strategy HRA therefore it can also be concluded that the plan would not have
any likely significant effects upon the Pewsey Downs SAC.
Hydrology/Hydrogeology
Water Resource - The small amount of development proposed by the Pewsey
Neighbourhood Plan will be accommodated within the existing abstraction license
levels. Current licences have undergone HRA by the Environment Agency, as has
Wessex Water‘s Water Resource Management Plan therefore the Council is satisfied
that the issue does not require further assessment at the Neighbourhood Plan level.
Water Quality – Issues of water quality, including surface water drainage will be
dealt with through Development Management as described in Core Policy 50. The
use of SUDS and suitable pollution control measures will be required for most
proposals. Developments within 20m of the River Avon SAC will require a robust
construction method statement.
Nitrogen Deposition
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The effect on Natura 2000 sites, as identified in the Wiltshire Core Strategy HRA as
being sensitive to adverse impact, in relation to the Pewsey Neighbourhood Plan has
been considered and it is deemed that the small scale of development described in
the Pewsey NP, and the distances from the European sites make it unlikely that
impact would occur as a result of implementation of the plan.

Physical Damage/Interruption of Flightlines
The Pewsey Neighbourhood Plan area is sufficiently distant from the Bath & Bradford
on Avon Bat SAC that loss of habitat would not result in physical damage or
interruption of flight lines associated with the SAC.
4.

SCREENING OF EMERGING PEWSEY NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN POLICIES
The Pewsey Neighbourhood Plan includes draft policies to address the following
policy objectives:








Development Strategy
Economy
Natural Environment
Housing
Transport
Heritage
Developer Contributions

All parts of the plan have been screened for potential impacts upon the Natura 2000
network, as set out in Section 5.
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5.

Initial Habitats Regulations Screening Assessment of the Pewsey Neighbourhood Plan
a. Screening assessment of individual policies

A / B (Green) – Screened out
C / D (Red) – Screened in

Policy Area

Policy

Categorisation
in initial
screening

Comments and recommendations

Development
Strategy

Theme 1: Policy 1

A1

Economy

Theme 2: Policy 2A

A1,B

Theme 2: Policy 2B

A5,B

Theme 2: Policy 3

A1

Theme 2: Policy 4

A1

Natural
Environment

Theme 3: Policy 5

A1, A2,A3

Works to habitats associated with the River Avon will require consent from
Natural England and must contribute to maintaining good conservation status
of the SAC.

Housing

Theme 4: Policy 6

A1, B

The housing locations as set out in Appendix 1, if within 20m of the River Avon
must demonstrate protection of the natural environment by good design and

Expansion of existing sites. Those close to the River Avon will need to
demonstrate protection of the natural environment within the planning
application by good design.
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Policy Area

Policy

Categorisation
in initial
screening

Comments and recommendations

provide a robust construction method statement.
Transport

Theme 5: Policy 7

A1

Heritage

Theme 6: Policy 8

A1

Developer
Contributions

Theme 7: Policy 9

A1, B

Improvement of water catchment channels may need Land Drainage Consent
(EA) or Ordinary Watercourse Consent (Wiltshire Council) and those for the
River Avon must not be detrimental to the good conservation status of the
SAC.
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b. Assessment of all elements of the plan ‘in combination’
 The draft policies would not have any in combination effects
c. Assessment of the effects of the plan as a whole, in combination with Wiltshire Core
Strategy
 The plan would not have any in combination effects with the Wiltshire Core
Strategy

6. Conclusion
Sites are allocated for development within the Pewsey Neighbourhood Plan and
several are close to the River Avon. Sites upstream of, although not adjacent to the
designated part of the river (the SAC), may have the potential to impact on the
features of the SAC. However the policies also provide qualitative criteria for
development focused on protecting and enhancing the local environment. In addition,
those potential developments close to the River Avon would be dealt with through
Development Management in line with Core Policy 50 of the Wiltshire Core Strategy
and with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and would therefore have
no likely significant effects upon Natura 2000.
The Plan supports the use of developer contributions to improve some parts of the
River Avon either for nature conservation or for flood alleviation purposes and such
works could have the potential to result in adverse impact to the SAC features.
However, any such works would require a consent from Natural England, Land
Drainage Consent from the Environment Agency or an Ordinary Watercourse Consent
from Wiltshire Council for each of which there is a rigorous process to ensure that
consented works will not result in damage to Natura 2000 sites and will contribute to
the good conservation status of the site.
All other Natura 2000 sites are sufficiently far from the plan area and the small scale of
development described by the plan such that there would be no mechanism for impact
or that adverse impacts would be deemed de minimus.
It can therefore be concluded that the Pewsey Neighbourhood Plan would have no
likely significant effects upon the Natura 2000 network alone or in combination, and no
appropriate assessment is considered necessary by Wiltshire Council as competent
authority.
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Appendix 10: Salisbury Road Employment Site Expansion Report
Consideration of sustainability implications of policy as supplement to the main
Sustainability Appraisal
1.0

Assessment of proposed Expansion of Salisbury Road Site - Report

1.1

As part of Pewsey NDP’s policy to provide a sustainable economy, it is necessary to
expand the existing Salisbury Road employment site to compensate for loss of
employment land at Marlborough Road (the latter previously identified in the Kennet
Local Plan as an employment site and which NDP policy reassigns for mixed
use development, mainly housing). This report, together with the main SA, considers
the impacts of this policy shift in detail.
Overview

The DTZ Study of 2009 describes Pewsey as;
‘lacking the critical mass in terms of population and existing
employment activity…to accommodate significant amount of
the forecast employment (in Wiltshire)’.
However, The emerging Wiltshire Core Strategy takes a
more upbeat and optimistic view that is pro sustainable
growth. The Core Strategy identifies Pewsey as a Service
Centre for the area making up the Vale of Pewsey, acting as
a centre of employment for the local economy.

Site Location

Present Use
Area

This suggests that a moderate amount of employment
development in Pewsey is both desirable and acceptable.
Land adjacent to Salisbury Road Business Park, Salisbury
Road,
Pewsey, SN9 5PZ. This location has no close residential
buildings the nearest house being at least half a kilometre
away in any direction.
Agricultural
3.0165 ha Existing plus proposed 2.0759 ha expansion:
Total of site when expanded: 5.0294ha
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Access / Transport

Geology
Flood Risk

No new access from A345 is needed. Access will be provided through
the existing Salisbury Road Business Park access point. This access
point located in the middle of the existing western development of the
freestanding buildings and allows approach to future development.
Mid-section access minimises use of land.
Assumed to be similar to adjoining Business Park, so suitable for
steel portal framed structures.
Flood Risk: this site is above the EA 100 yr. flood risk zone and
flooding is not a major local problem. However development
proposals should be accompanied by an FRA.
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Pollution and
Drainage
Air quality, noise
AONB

No significant pollution impacts are anticipated. Preventative
measures can be required by planning condition to limit impacts such
as discharge to the Avon, air, light and noise pollution. These are
already in place for the established site.
This part of the Vale, in which the existing employment site is already
located, is predominantly flat and the site is not visible from the valley
floor.
The only vantage point for normal access would be approximately
2km. The nearby wooded river corridor provides a backdrop to shield
views from the north of the site.

Biodiversity
Capacity

Employment
Potential

Use Class
Occupancy
Impact on Pewsey
as Service Centre
Impact on
Community
Climate Change
Impact on Heritage
/ Townscape /
Conservation Area

The extension is modest and any impact on openness of the AONB is
considered acceptable in view of the sustainability benefits stemming
from improved self-containment and employment the expansion
would bring.
The proposed area is agricultural land recently used for arable crops
and has no known protected species habitat.
Net to Gross 75%. This will allow for road infrastructure to be
incorporated into the layout of the site for access to new buildings and
to ensure future expansion. It will provide for parking/turning heads
for delivery vehicles to each unit.
The level of employment will depend on the use of individual units
and will range from 18.5 square metres per worker in offices to 65
square metres per worker in warehousing. Overall it is reasonable to
anticipate that the proposal would generate employment space for
375 jobs.
Taken from DTZ Workplace & Employment Land Strategy 2009, this
is deemed to be 40 sqm/employee.
B1a, B1b/c & B2, B8
Presence of additional workforce likely to boost viability of existing
village businesses.
Use of this site will enable housing at Marlborough road. Additional
employment opportunities will reduce out-commuting and support a
more sustainable local economy.
Reduction is commuting likely to reduce impacts overall
Given location of site away from sensitive areas, no adverse impacts
are anticipated due to size or design of new units.
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2.0

Site Assessment
The option of expanding the Salisbury Road site and using Marlborough Road as a
mixed use site has been explored in the main body of the SA. However, in terms of a
more detailed assessment:

2.1

Expansion of the Salisbury Road site for employment will assist with delivery of key
sustainability objectives of the NDP and Wiltshire Core Strategy, most especially
improvement of self-containment, reduction in need to travel and viability of existing
businesses within the service centre. Additionally the following key points are relevant:









3.0

Visual impact on landscape and AONB is minimal.
Minimal impact on amenity of existing housing
Enables release of land at Marlborough Road for housing.
This site is outside Pewsey Village LoD and concentrates major employment
activities outside the built up area of the village
It has very good vehicular access and already a bus stop serving the existing site.
There is an extended footpath along the A345 connecting the village to the site.
Impacts in terms of landscape and pollution are capable of mitigation secured
through planning conditions.
Costs of development would be reduced compared with developing a fresh site,
improving relative viability of the expansion proposal.

Alternative Options Considered





4.0

Fordbrook Business Centre and Fordbrook Industrial sites are constrained by
land form.
There are no other suitable sites available within the LoD. Outside, many areas
are constrained by sensitive views or the AONB and could require the forming
on new access roads. However, the Salisbury Road site has its own access in
existence and impacts on the AONB at this point would be minimal.
The Marlborough Road site could have been retained for employment, but
interest has been low over many years. Additionally it is ideally located for a
mixed use development including housing. This will radically improve its
viability and deliver some employment and needed housing. However in order
to provide sufficient employment land overall, expansion of the Salisbury Road
site is necessary. As part of the site is already in use for employment, impacts
will reduced compared with other new sites.

Conclusion
The Salisbury Road expansion supports Core Strategy and NDP policy at a number of
levels. It will enable a sustainable mixed use development at Marlborough Road
included needed housing. By locating employment in Pewsey, the village’s selfcontainment and role as service centre will be enhanced. The site is outside the LOD
and part of an existing employment site. Negative impacts are likely to be minimal
compared with other choices and can be controlled by planning conditions
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